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Abstract
This memo describes research challenges for Information-Centric
Networking. Information-Centric Networking is an approach to evolve
the Internet infrastructure to directly support information
distribution by introducing uniquely named data as a core Internet
principle. Data becomes independent from location, application,
storage, and means of transportation, enabling in-network caching and
replication. Challenges include naming, security, routing, system
scalability, mobility management, wireless networking, transport
services, in-network caching, and network management.
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Introduction
Distributing and manipulating named information is a major
application in the Internet today. In addition to web-based content
distribution, other distribution technologies (such as P2P and CDN)
have emerged and are promoting a communication model of accessing
data by name, regardless of origin server location.
In order to respond to increasing traffic volume in the current
Internet for applications such as mobile video and cloud computing, a
set of disparate technologies and distribution services are applied
that employ caching, replication and content distribution in
different specific ways. These approaches are currently deployed in
separate silos -- different CDN providers and P2P applications rely
on their own, often proprietary, distribution technologies. It is
not possible to uniquely and securely identify named information
independently of the distribution channel; and the different
distribution approaches are typically implemented as an overlay,
potentially leading to unnecessary inefficiency.
For example, creating and sharing multimedia content in a social
networking application today, typically requires uploading data
objects to centralized service provider platforms, from where it can
be accessed individually by other users. Even if content sharing is
intended to happen locally, e.g., in a local network or local area,
the actual communication will require interactions from any
interested user with the service provider. CDNs can alleviate the
situation only partly, because, due to organizational and economic
reasons, it is not common to deploy CDN gear ubiquitously. Moreover,
since CDNs and the respective communication sessions form overlays,
the actual communication, i.e., the requests for named content and
the actual responses, are largely invisible to the network, i.e., it
is not easily possible to optimize efficiency and performance. For
example in a wireless access network, it is not possible to leverage
the inherent broadcast nature of the medium (and avoid duplicate
transmission of the same content) due to limitations from point-topoint and overlay communication.
Information-centric networking (ICN) is an approach to evolve the
Internet infrastructure to directly support this use by introducing
named data as a core network-layer primitive. Data objects become
independent of location, application, storage, and means of
transportation, allowing for inexpensive and ubiquitous in-network
caching and replication. The expected benefits are improved
efficiency, better support for provenance verification and namecontent binding validation, better scalability with respect to
information/bandwidth demand and better robustness in challenging
communication scenarios.
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ICN concepts can be deployed by retooling the protocol stack: namebased data access can be implemented on top of the existing IP
infrastructure, e.g., by providing resource naming, ubiquitous
caching and corresponding transport services, or it can be seen as a
packet-level internetworking technology that would cause fundamental
changes to Internet routing and forwarding. In summary, ICN is
expected to evolve the Internet architecture towards a network model
that is more suitable for the current and future usage patterns.
This document presents the ICN research challenges that need to be
addressed in order to achieve these goals. These research challenges
are seen from a technical perspective, although business
relationships between Internet players will also influence
developments in this area. We leave business challenges for a
separate document, however. The objective of this note is to
document the technical challenges and corresponding current
approaches and to expose requirements that should be addressed by
future research work.

2.

Problems with Information Distribution Today
The best current practice to manage the above-mentioned growth in
terms of data volume and number of devices is to increase
infrastructure investment, employ application-layer overlays such as
CDNs, P2P applications, and M2M application platforms that cache
content, provide location-independent access to data, and optimize
its delivery. In principle, such platforms provide a service model
of accessing named data objects (NDOs) (e.g., replicated web
resources, M2M data in data centers) instead of a host-to-host packet
delivery service model.
However, since this functionality resides in overlays only, the full
potential of content distribution and M2M application platforms
cannot be leveraged as the network is not aware of data requests and
data transmissions. This has the following impact:
o

data traffic typically follows sub-optimal paths as it is
effectively routed depending on the overlay topology instead of
the Internet layer topology;

o

network capabilities, such as multicast and broadcast, are largely
underutilized or not employed at all. As a result, request and
delivery for the same object have to be made multiple times;

o

overlays typically require significant infrastructure support,
e.g., authentication portals, content storage, and applications
servers, making it often impossible to establish local, direct
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communication;
o

since the network is not aware of the nature of data objects, it
is unable to manage access and transmission (without layer
violations);

o

provenance validation uses host authentication today. As such,
even if there are locally cached copies available, it is normally
not easily possible to validate their authenticity; and

o

many applications follow their own approach to caching,
replication, transport, authenticity validation (if at all),
although they all share similar models for accessing named data
objects in the network.

3.

ICN Terminology and Concepts

3.1.

Terminology

Information-Centric Networking (ICN): A concept for communicating in
a network that provides accessing named data objects as a first
order service. See Section 3.2 for details.
Named Data Object (NDO): Addressable data unit in an ICN that can
represent a collection of bytes or a piece of information. In
ICN, each data object has a name bound to it, and there are
typically mechanisms to secure (and validate) this binding.
Different ICN approaches have different concepts for how to map
NDOs to individual units of transport. Within the context of this
document, an NDO is any named object that can be requested from
the network.
Requestor: Entitiy in an ICN network that is sending a request for a
Named Data Object to the network.
3.2.

Concepts

Fundamentally, ICN is providing access to named data as a first-order
network service, i.e., the network is able to serve requests to named
data natively. That means, network nodes can receive requests for
named data and act as necessary, for example, by forwarding the
request to a suitable next-hop. Consequently, the network processes
requests for named data objects (and corresponding responses)
natively. Every network node on a path is enabled to perform
forwarding decisions, to cache objects etc. This enables the network
to forward such requests on optimal paths, employing the best
transmission technologies at every node, e.g., broadcast/multicast
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transmission in wireless networks to avoid duplicate transmission of
both requests and responses.
In ICN there is a set of common concepts and node requirements beyond
this basic service model. Naming data objects is a key concept. In
general, ICN names represent neither network nodes nor interfaces -they represent NDOs independently of their location. Names do play a
key role in forwarding decisions and are used for matching requests
to responses: In order to provide better support for accessing copies
of NDOs regardless of their location, it is important to be able to
validate that a response actually delivers the bits that correspond
to an original request for named data.
Name-content binding validation is a fundamental security service in
ICN, and this is often achieved by establishing a verifiable binding
between the object name and the actual object or an identity that has
created the object. ICN can support other security services, such as
provenance validation, encryption -- depending on the details of
naming schemes, object models and assumptions on infrastructure
support. Security services such as name-content binding validation
are available to any node, i.e., not just the actual receivers. This
is an important feature, for enabling ingress gateways to check
object authenticity to prevent denial-of-service attacks.
Based on these fundamental properties it is possible to leverage
network storage ubiquitously: every node and every device can cache
data objects and respond to requests for such objects -- it is not
required to validate the authenticity of the node itself since namecontent bindings can be validated. Ubiquitous in-network storage can
be used for different purposes: it can enable sharing, i.e., the same
object copy can be delivered to multiple users/nodes as in today’s
proxy caches and CDNs. It can also be used to make communication
more robust (and perform better) by enabling the network to answer
requests from local caches (instead of from origin servers). In case
of disruption (message not delivered), a node can re-send the
request, and it could be answered by an on-path cache, i.e., on the
other side of the disrupted link. The network itself would thus
support retransmissions -- enabling shorter round-trip times and
offloading origin servers and other parts of the network.
The request/response model and ubiquitous in-network storage also
enable new options for implementing transport services, i.e.,
reliable transmission, flow control, etc. First of all, a request/
response model can enable receiver-driven transport regimes, i.e.,
receivers (the requestors of NDOs) can control message sending rates
by regulating the request sending rate (assuming that every response
message has to be triggered by a request message). Retransmission
would be achieved by re-sending requests, e.g., after a timeout.
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Because objects can be replicated, object transmission and transport
sessions would not necessarily have end-to-end semantics: requests
can be answered by caches, and a node can select one or multiple
next-hop destinations for a particular request -- depending on
configuration, observed performance or other criteria.
This receiver-driven communication model potentially enables new
interconnection and business models: a request for named data can be
linked to an interest of a requestor (or requesting network) in data
from another peer, which could suggest modeling peering agreements
and charging accordingly.

4.

ICN Research Challenges

4.1.

Naming and data authenticity

Naming data objects is as important for ICN as naming hosts is for
today’s Internet. Fundamentally, ICN requires unique names for
individual NDOs, since names are used for identifying objects
independently of their location or container. In addition, since
NDOs can be cached anywhere, the origin cannot be trusted anymore
hence the importance to establish a verifiable binding between the
object and its name (name-data integrity) so that a receiver can be
sure that the received bits do correspond to the NDO originally
requested (object authenticity). Information about an object’s
provenance, i.e., who generated or published it, is also useful to
associate to the name.
The above functions are fundamentally required for the informationcentric network to work reliably, otherwise neither network elements
nor receivers can trust object authenticity. Lack of this trust
enables several attacks including DoS attacks by injecting spoofed
content into the network. There are different ways to use names and
cryptography to achieve the desired functions [ICNNAMING]
[ICNSURVEY], and there are different ways to manage namespaces
correspondingly.
Two types of naming schemes have been proposed in the ICN literature:
hierarchical and flat namespaces. For example, a hierarchical scheme
may have a structure similar to current URIs, where the hierarchy is
rooted in a publisher prefix. Such hierarchy enables aggregation of
routing information, improving scalability of the routing system. In
some cases, names are human-readable, which makes it possible for
users to manually type in names, reuse, and, to some extent, map the
name to user intent.
The second general class of naming schemes follows a "self-
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certifying" approach, meaning that the object’s name-data integrity
can be verified without requiring a public key infrastructure (PKI)
or other third party to first establish trust in the key. Selfcertification is achieved, e.g., by binding the hash of the NDO
content to the object’s name. For instance, this can be done by
directly embedding the hash of the content in the name. Another
option is an indirect binding, which embeds the public key of the
publisher in the name and signs the hash of the content with the
corresponding secret key. The resulting names are typically nonhierarchical, or flat, although the publisher field could be employed
to create a structure which could facilitate route aggregation.
There are several design trade-offs for ICN naming, which affect
routing and security. Self-certifying names are not human readable
nor hierarchical. They can however provide some structure for
aggregation, for instance, a name part corresponding to a publisher.
Research challenges specific to naming include:
o

naming static data objects can be performed by using content
hashes as part of object names, so that publishers calculate the
hash over existing data objects and receivers (or any ICN node)
can validate the name-content binding by re-calculating the hash
and comparing it to the name (component). [RFC6920] specifies a
concrete naming format for this.

o

naming dynamic objects refers to use cases where the name has to
be generated before the object is created. For example, this
could be the case for live streaming, when a publisher wants to
make the stream available by registering stream chunk names in the
network. One approach to this can be self-certified names as
described above.

o

requestor privacy protection can be a challenge in ICN as a direct
consequence of the accessing-named-data-objects paradigm: if the
network can "see" requests and responses, it can also log request
history for network segments or individual users, which can be
undesirable, especially since names are typically expected to be
long-lived. That is, even if the name itself does not reveal much
information, the assumption is that the name can be used to
retrieve the corresponding data objects in the future.

o

Updating and versioning NDO can be challenging because it can
contradict fundamental ICN assumptions: if an NDO can be
replicated and stored in in-network storage for later retrieval,
names have to be long-lived -- and the name-content binding must
not change: updating an object (i.e., changing the content without
generating a new name) is not possible. Versioning is one
possible solution, but requires a naming scheme that supports it
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(and a way for requestors to learn about versions).
o

4.2.

Managing accessibility: whereas in ICN the general assumption is
to enable ubiquitous access to NDOs, there can be relevant use
cases where access to objects should be restricted, for example to
a specific user group. There are different approaches for this,
such as object encryption (requiring key distribution and related
mechanisms) or the concept of scopes, e.g., based on names that
can only be used/resolved under some constraints.
Security

Security can take many different forms in ICN and instead of
discussing specific attacks or technical details, we propose here the
most important security challenges that come from the shift to
information-centric communications. Some challenges are wellunderstood, and there are (sometimes multiple different) approaches
to address them, whereas other challenges are active research and
engineering topics.
4.2.1.

Data Object Authentication

As mentioned in section Section 4.1, data object authentication is an
important ICN feature, since ICN data objects are retrieved not only
from an original copy holder but also from any caching point. Hence,
the communication channel endpoints to retrieve NDOs are not
trustable anymore and solutions widely used today such as TLS
[RFC5246] cannot be used as a general solution. Since data objects
can be maliciously modified ICN should provide users with a security
mechanism to verify the origin and integrity of the data object, and
there are different ways to achieve this.
An efficient approach for static NDOs is providing a name-contentbinding by hashing an NDO and using the hash as a part of the
object’s name. [RFC6920] provides a mechanism and a format for
representing a digest algorithm and the actual digest in a name
(amongst other information).
For dynamic objects (where it is desirable to refer to an NDO by name
before the object has been created), public-key cryptography is often
applied, i.e., every NDO would be authenticated by means of a
signature performed by the data object publisher so that any data
object consumer can verify the validity of the data object based on
the signature. However, in order to verify the signature of an
object, the consumer must know the public key of the entity that
signed the object.
One research challenge is then to support a mechanism to distribute
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the publisher’s public keys to the consumers of data objects. There
are two main approaches to achieve this; one is based on an external
third party authority such as hierarchical Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) [RFC5280] and the other is to adapt a self-certifying scheme.
The former, as the name implies, depends on an external third party
authority to distribute the public key of the publisher for the
consumers. In a self-certifying scheme, the public key (or a hash of
it) would be used as part of the name -- which is sufficient to
validate the object’s authenticity.
In cases where information about the origin of a data object is not
available by other means, the object itself would have to incorporate
the necessary information to determine the object publisher, for
example with a certificate, that can be validated through the PKI.
Once the certificate is authenticated, its public key can be used to
authenticate the signed data object itself.
4.2.2.

Binding NDOs to Real-World Identities

In addition to validating NDO authenticity, it is still important to
bind real-world identities, e.g., a publisher identity, to objects,
so that a requestor can verify that a received object was actually
published by a certain source.
With hash-based and self-certifying names, real-world-identity
bindings are not intrinsically established: the name provides the
hash of the NDO or of the public key that has been used to sign the
NDO. There needs to be another binding to a real-world-identity if
that feature is requested.
If the object name directly provides the publisher name and if that
name is protected by a certificate that links to PKI-like trust
chain, the object name itself can provide an intrinsic binding to a
real-world identity.
Binding between NDOs and Real-World Identities is essential but there
is no universal way to achieve it as it is all intrinsic to a
particular ICN approach.
4.2.3.

Traffic aggregation and filtering

One request message to retrieve a data object can actually aggregate
requests coming from several consumers. This aggregation of requests
reduces the overall traffic but makes per-requestor filtering harder.
The challenge in this case is to provide a mechanism that allows
request aggregation and per-requestor filtering. A possible solution
is to indicate the set of requestors in the aggregated request such
that the response can indicate the subset of requestors allowed to
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access the data object. However, this solution requires
collaboration from other nodes in the network and is not suitable for
caching. Another possible solution is to encrypt data objects and
ensure that only authorised consumers can decrypt them. This
solution does not preclude caching and does not require collaboration
from the network. However, it implies a mechanism to generate group
keys (e.g., different private keys can be used to decrypt the same
encrypted data object) [Chaum].
4.2.4.

State overloading

ICN solutions that implement state on intermediate routers for
request routing or forwarding (e.g., CCN [CCN]) are subject to denial
of service attacks from overloading or superseding the internal state
of a router (e.g., ’interest flooding’ [BACKSCATTER]). Additionally,
stateful forwarding can enable attack vectors such as resource
exhaustion or complexity attacks to the routing infrastructure. The
challenge is then to provision routers and construct internal state
in a way that alleviates sensibility to such attacks. The problem
becomes even harder, if the protocol does not provide information
about the origin of messages. Without origin, it is a particular
challenge to distinguish between regular (intense) use and misuse of
the infrastructure.
4.2.5.

Delivering data objects from replicas

A common capability of ICN solutions is data replication and innetwork storage. Delivering replicated data objects from caches
decouples content consumption from data sources, which leads to a
loss of control on (1) content access, and (2) content dissemination.
In a widely distributed, decentralized environment like the Internet,
this raises several challenges.
One group of challenges is related to content management. Without
access control, a content provider looses the means to count and
survey content consumption, to limit access scopes, to control or
know about the number of copies of its data in the network, or to
withdraw publication reliably. Any non-cooperative or desynchronized
data cache may hinder an effective content management policy.
Another group of challenges arises from potential traffic
amplifications in the decoupled environment. ICN solutions that
attempt to retrieve content from several replicas in parallel, or
decorrelated network routing states, but also distributed attackers
may simultaneously initiate the transmission of content from multiple
replicas towards the same destination (e.g., ’initiated overloads’ or
’blockades’ [BACKSCATTER]). Methods for mitigating such threats need
rigorous forwarding checks that require alignment with caching
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procedures (e.g., on-path or off-path).
4.2.6.

Cryptographic robustness

Content producers sign their content to ensure the integrity of data
and to allow for data object authentication. This is a fundamental
requirement in ICN due to distributed caching. Publishers, who (a)
massively sign content, which is (b) long-lived, offer time and data
to an attacker for comprising cryptographic credentials. Signing
large amount of data eases common attacks that try to breach the key
of the publisher. Based on this observation, the following research
challenges appear. To which extent does the content publication
model conflict with cryptographic limitations? How can we achieve a
transparent re-signing without introducing additional cryptographical
weaknesses or key management overhead?
4.2.7.

Routing and forwarding information bases

In ICN networks, one attack vector is to increase the size of routing
and forwarding information bases at ICN nodes, i.e., attacking
routing scalability in networks that rely on routing by name. This
is an intrinsic ICN security issue: possible mitigation approaches
include combining routing information authenticity validation with
filtering (e.g., maximum deaggregation level whenever applicable,
black lists, etc.).
4.3.

Routing and Resolution System Scalability

ICN routing is a process that finds a data object based on its name
initially provided by a requestor. ICN routing may comprise three
steps: a name resolution step, a discovery step, and a delivery step.
The name resolution step translates the name of the requested data
object into its locator. The discovery step routes the request to
data object based on its name or locator. The last step (delivery)
routes the data object back to the requestor. Depending on how these
steps are combined, ICN routing schemes can be categorized as: RouteBy-Name Routing (RBNR), Lookup-By-Name Routing (LBNR), and Hybrid
Routing (HR).
4.3.1.

Route-By-Name Routing (RBNR)

RBNR omits the first name resolution step. The name of data object
is directly used to route the request to the data object. Therefore,
routing information for each data object has to be maintained in the
routing table. Since the number of data objects is very large
(estimated as 10^11 back in 2007 [DONA] but this may be significantly
larger than that, e.g., 10^15 to 10^22), the size of routing tables
becomes a concern, as it can be proportional to the number of data
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object unless an aggregation mechanism is introduced. On the other
hand, RBNR reduces overall latency and simplifies the routing process
due to the omission of the resolution process. For the delivery
step, RBNR needs another identifier (ID) of either host or location
to forward the requested data object back to the requestor.
Otherwise, an additional routing mechanism has to be introduced, such
as bread-crumbs routing [BREADCRUMBS], in which each request leaves
behind a trail of breadcrumbs along its forwarding path, and then the
response is forwarded back to the requestor consuming the trail.
Specific challenges include:
o

How to aggregate the names of data objects to reduce the number of
routing entries?

o

How does a user learn the name which is designed for aggregation
by provider? (For example, although we name our contribution as
"ICN research challenge", IRTF (provider) may want to change the
name to "/IETF/IRTF/ICN/Research challenge" for aggregation. In
this case, how does a user learn the name "/IETF/IRTF/ICN/Research
challenge" to retrieve the contribution initially named "ICN
research challenge" without any resolution process?)

o

Without introducing the name aggregation scheme, can we still
achieve scalable routing by taking advantage of topological
structure and distributed copies? For example, employing compact
routing [COMPACT], random walk [RANDOM] or greedy routing
[GREEDY].

o

How to incorporate copies of a data object in in-network caches in
this routing scheme?

4.3.2.

Lookup-By-Name Routing (LBNR)

LBNR uses the first name resolution step to translate the name of
requesting data object into its locator. Then, the second discovery
step is carried out based on the locator. Since IP addresses could
be used as locators, the discovery step can depend on the current IP
infrastructure. The delivery step can be implemented similarly to IP
routing. The locator of the requestor is included in the request
message, and then the requested data object is delivered to the
requestor based on the locator. A specific instantiation of such a
system is [MDHT]. Specific challenges include:
o

How to build a scalable resolution system which provides
*

Fast lookup: mapping the name of data object to its locators
(copies as well).
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Fast update: the location of data object is expected to change
frequently. Also, multiple data objects may change their
locations at the same time, e.g., data objects in a laptop.

4.3.3.

How to incorporate copies of a data object in in-network caches in
this routing scheme?
Hybrid Routing (HR)

HR combines RBNR and LBNR to benefit from their advantages. For
instance, within a single administrative domain, e.g., an ISP, where
scalability issues can be addressed with network planning, RBNR can
be adopted to reduce overall latency by omitting the resolution
process. On the other hand, LBNR can be used to route between
domains which have their own prefix (locator). A specific challenge
here is:
o

4.4.

How to design a scalable mapping system which, given the name of
data object, it should return a destination domain locator so that
a user request can be encapsulated and forwarded to the domain?
Mobility Management

Mobility management has been an active field in host-centric
communications for more than two decades. In IETF in particular,
starting with [RFC2002], a multitude of enhancements to IP have been
standardized aiming to "allow transparent routing of IP datagrams to
mobile nodes in the Internet" [RFC5944]. In a nutshell, mobility
management for IP networks is locator-oriented and relies on the
concept of a mobility anchor as a foundation for providing always-on
connectivity to mobile nodes. Other standards organizations, such as
3GPP, have followed similar anchor-based approaches. Traffic to and
from the mobile node must flow through the mobility anchor, typically
using a set of tunnels, enabling the mobile node to remain reachable
while changing its point of attachment to the network.
Needless to say, an IP network which supports node mobility is more
complex than one that does not, as specialized network entities must
be introduced in the network architecture. This is reflected in the
control plane as well, which carries mobility-related signaling
messages, establishes and tears down tunnels and so on. While mobile
connectivity was an afterthought in IP, in ICN this is considered a
primary deployment environment. Most, if not all, ICN proposals
consider mobility from the very beginning, although at varying levels
of architectural and protocol detail. That said, no solution has so
far come forward with a definite answer on how to handle mobility in
ICN using native primitives. In fact, we observe that mobility
appears to be addressed on ICN proposal specific basis. That is,
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there is no single paradigm solution, akin to tunneling through a
mobility anchor in host-centric networking, that can be applied
across different ICN proposals. For instance, although widelydeployed mobile network architectures typically come with their own
network entities and associated protocols, they follow the same line
of design with respect to managing mobility. This design thinking,
which calls for incorporating mobility anchors, permeates in the ICN
literature too.
However, employing mobility anchors and tunneling is probably not the
best way forward in ICN research for mobile networking.
Fundamentally this approach is anything but information-centric and
location-indepedent. In addition, as argued in [SEEN], current
mobility management schemes anchor information retrieval not only at
a specific network gateway (e.g., home agent in Mobile IP) but due to
the end-to-end nature of host-centric communication also at a
specific correspondent node. However, once a change in the point of
attachment occurs, information retrieval from the original
"correspondent node" may be no longer optimal. This was shown in
[MANI], for example, where a simple mechanism that triggers the
discovery of new retrieval providers for the same data object,
following a change in the point of attachment, clearly outperforms a
tunnel-based approach like Mobile IP in terms of object download
times. The challenge here is how to capitalize on location
information while facilitating the use of ICN primitives which
natively support multicast and anycast.
ICN naming and name resolution, as well as the security features that
come along should natively support mobility. For example, CCN [CCN]
does not have the restriction of spanning tree routing, so it is able
to take advantage of multiple interfaces or adapt to the changes
produced by rapid mobility (i.e., there is no need to bind a layer 3
address with a layer 2 address). In fact, client mobility can be
simplified by allowing requests for new content to normally flow from
different interfaces, or through newly connected points of attachment
to the network. However, when the node moving is the (only) content
source, it appears that more complex network support might be
necessary, including forwarding updates and cache rebuilding. A case
in point is a conversation network service, such as a voice or video
call between two parties. The requirements in this case are more
stringent when support for seamless mobility is required, esp. when
compared to content dissemination that is amenable to buffering.
Another parameter that needs to be paid attention to is the impact of
using different wireless access interfaces based on different
technologies, where the performance and link conditions can vary
widely depending of numerous factors.
In host-centric networking, mobility management mechanisms ensure
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optimal handovers and (ideally) seamless transition from one point of
attachment to another. In ICN, however, the traditional meaning of
"point of attachment" no longer applies as communication is not
restrained by location-based access to data objects. Therefore, a
"seamless transition" in ICN ensures that content reception continues
without any perceptible change from the point of view of the ICN
application receiving that content. Moreover, this transition needs
to be executed in parallel with ICN content identification and
reaching mechanisms enabling scenarios, such as, preparation of the
content reaching process at the target connectivity point, prior to
the handover (to reduce link switch disturbances). Finally, these
mobility aspects can also be tightly coupled with network management
aspects, in respect to policy enforcement, link control and other
parameters necessary for establishing the node’s link to the network.
In summary, the following research challenges on ICN mobility
management can be derived:
o

How can mobility management take full advantage of native ICN
primitives?

o

How do we avoid the need for mobility anchors in a network that by
design supports multicast, anycast and location-indepedent
information retrieval?

o

How can content retrieval mechanisms interface with specific link
operations, such as identifying which links are available for
certain content?

o

How can mobility be offered as a service, which is only activated
when the specific user/content/conditions require it?

o

How can mobility management be coordinated between the node and
the network for optimization and policing procedures?

o

How do we ensure that managing mobility does not introduce
scalability issues in ICN?

o

How will the name resolution process be affected by rapid
topological changes, when the content source itself is mobile?

4.5.

Wireless Networking

Today, all layer 2 wireless network radio access technologies (L2)
are developed with a clear assumption in mind: the waist of the
protocol stack is IP and it will be so for the foreseeable future.
By fixing the protocol stack waist, engineers can answer a large set
of questions, including how to handle conversational traffic (e.g.,
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voice calls) vs. web access to online resources, how to support
multicast (the IP flavor), and so on, in a rather straightforward
manner. Broadcast, on the other hand, which is inherent in wireless
communication is not fully taken advantage of. On the contrary,
researchers are often more concerned about introducing mechanisms
that ensure that "broadcast storms" do not take down a network. The
question of how broadcast can serve ICN needs better has yet to be
thoroughly investigated.
Wireless networking is often intertwined with mobility but this is
not always the case. In fact, empirical measurements often indicate
that many users tend to connect (and remain connected) to a single
Wi-Fi access point for considerable amounts of time. A case in
point, which is frequently cited in different variations in the ICN
literature, is access to a document repository during a meeting. For
instance, in a typical IETF working group meeting, a scribe takes
notes which are uploaded to a centralized repository (see Figure 1).
Subsequently, each meeting participant obtains a copy of the document
on their own devices for local use, annotation, and sharing with
colleagues that are not present at the meeting. Note that in this
example there is no node mobility and that it is not important
whether the document with the notes is uploaded in one go at the end
of the session or in a streaming-like fashion as is typical today
with online (cloud-based) document processing.
+---------------------+
| Document Repository |
+---------------------+
||
(Internet)
||
+--------------+
| Access Point |
+--------------+
/ |
\
/
|
\
/
|
\
Scribe
Participant 1 ... Participant N

Figure 1: Document sharing during a meeting
In this scenario we observe that the same data object bits
(corresponding to the meeting notes) need to traverse the wireless
medium at least N+1 times, where N is the number of meeting
participants obtaining a copy of the notes. In effect, a broadcast
medium is shoehorned into N+1 virtual unicast channels. One could
argue that wireless local connectivity is inexpensive, but this is
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not the critical factor in this example. The actual information
exchange wastes N times the available network capacity, no matter
what is the spectral efficiency (or the economics) underlying the
wireless technology. This waste is a direct result of extending the
remote access paradigm from wired to wireless communication,
irrespective of the special characteristics of the latter.
It goes without saying that an ICN approach that does not take into
consideration the wireless nature of an interface will waste the same
amount of resources as a host-centric paradigm. In-network caching
at the wireless access point could reduce the amount of data carried
over the backhaul link but, if there is no change in the use of the
wireless medium, the NDO will still be carried over the wireless
ether N+1 times. Intelligent caching strategies, replica placement
cooperation and so on simply cannot alleviate this. On the other
hand, promiscuous interface operation and opportunistic caching would
maximize wireless network capacity utilization in this example.
Arguably, if one designs a future wireless access technology with an
information-centric "layer 3" in mind, many of the design choices
that are obvious in an all-IP architecture may no longer be valid.
Although this is clearly outside the scope of this document, a few
research challenges that the wider community may be interested in
include:
o

Can we use wireless resources more frugally with the informationcentric paradigm than what is possible today in all-IP wireless
networks?

o

In the context of wireless access, how can we leverage the
broadcast nature of the medium in an information-centric network?

o

Would a wireless-oriented ICN protocol stack deliver significant
performance gains? How different would it be from a wiredoriented ICN protocol stack?

o

Is it possible that by changing the network paradigm to ICN we can
in practice increase the spectral efficiency (bits/s/Hz) of a
wireless network beyond what would be possible with today’s hostcentric approaches? What would be the impact of doing so with
respect to energy consumption?

o

Can wireless interface promiscuous operation coupled with
opportunistic caching increase ICN performance, and if so, by how
much?

o

How can a conversational service be supported at least as
efficiently as today’s state-of-the-art wireless networks deliver?
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o

What are the benefits from combining ICN with network coding in
wireless networks?

o

How can MIMO and Coordinated Multipoint Transmission (CoMP) be
natively combined with ICN primitives in future cellular networks?

4.6.

Transport Services

ICN’s receiver-driven communication model as described above creates
new options for transport protocol design, as it does not rely solely
on end-to-end communication from a sender to a receiver. A requested
object can be accessible in multiple different network locations. A
node can thus decide how to utilize multiple sources, e.g., by
sending parallel requests for the same object or by switching sources
(or next hops) in a suitable schedule for a series of requests.
In this model, the requestor would control the data rate by
regulating its request sending rate and next by performing source/
next-hop selections. Specific challenges depend on the specific ICN
approach, but general challenges for receiver-driven transport
protocols (or mechanisms, since dedicated protocols might not be
required) include flow and congestion control, fairness, network
utilization, stability (of data rates under stable conditions) etc.
[HRICP] describes a sample request rate control protocol and
corresponding design challenges.
As mentioned above, the ICN communication paradigm does not depend
strictly on end-to-end flows, as contents might be received from midnetwork caches. The traditional concept of a flow is then somewhat
cancelled as sub-flows, or flowlets might be formed on the fly, when
fractions of an NDO are transmitted from in-network caches. For a
transport layer protocol this is challenging, as any measurement
related to this flow, as traditionally done by transport protocols
such as TCP, will be hugely misleading. For example, false RTT
measurements will lead to largely variable average and smooth RTT
values, which in turn will trigger false timeout expirations.
Furthermore, out-of-order delivery is expected to be common in a
scenario where parts of a content file are retrieved from in-network
caches, rather than from the origin server. Several techniques for
dealing with out-of-order delivery have been proposed in the past for
TCP, some of which could potentially be modified and re-used in the
context of ICN. Further research is needed on this direction though
to i) choose the right technique and ii) adjust it according to the
requirements of the ICN architecture and transport protocol in use.
ICN offers routers the possibility to aggregate requests and can use
several paths, meaning that there is no such thing as a (dedicated)
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end-to-end communication path, e.g., a router that receives two
requests for the same content at the same time only sends one request
to its neighbor. The aggregation of requests has a general impact on
transport service design.
Achieving fairness for requestors can be one challenge as it is not
possible to identify the number of requestors behind one particular
request. A second problem related to request aggregation is the
management of request retransmissions. Generally, it is assumed that
a router will not transmit a request if it transmitted an identical
request recently and because there is no information about the
requestor, the router cannot distinguish the initial request from a
client from a retransmission from the same client. In such a
situation, how routers can adapt their timers to use the best of the
communication paths. Finally, aggregation of requests has an impact
on the server (producer) side. This last has no way to determine the
number of clients actually consuming the content it is producing.
This shift of model influences the business model of the server,
e.g., how to implement pay-per-click.
NDOs can represent content used in different types of applications
with different QoS requirements, for example, interactive real-time
applications, media streaming, file download. Each of these
applications imposes different QoS requirements on different elements
in an information-centric network, e.g., regarding cache placement,
request-to-cache/source routing. Achieving the necessary quality-ofservice levels in a shared network is an active ICN research topic.
4.7.

In-Network Caching

Explicitly named data objects allow for caching at virtually any
network element, including routers, proxy caches and end-host
machines. In-network caching can therefore improve network
performance by fetching content from nodes geographically placed
closer to the end-user. Several issues that need further
investigation have been identified with respect to in-network
caching. Here we list some of the most important challenges that
relate to the properties of the new ubiquitous caching system.
4.7.1.

Cache Placement

The declining cost of fast memory gives the opportunity to deploy
caches in network routers and take advantage of explicitly named
cached contents. There exist two approaches to in-network caching,
namely, on-path and off-path caching. Both approaches have to
consider the issue of cache location. Off-path caching is similar to
traditional proxy-caching or CDN server placement. Retrieval of
contents from off-path caches requires redirection of requests and,
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therefore, is closely related to the Request-to-Cache Routing problem
discussed later. Off-path caches have to be placed in strategic
points within a network in order to reduce the redirection delays and
the number of detour hops to retrieve cached contents. Previous
research on proxy-caching and CDN deployment is helpful in this case.
On the other hand, on-path caching requires less network intervention
and fits more neatly in ICN. However, on-path caching requires linespeed operation, which places more constraints on the design and
operation of in-network caching elements. Furthermore, the gain of
such a system of on-path in-network caches relies on opportunistic
cache hits and has therefore been considered of limited benefit,
given the huge amount of contents hosted in the Internet. For this
reason, network operators might initially consider only a limited
number of network elements to be upgraded to in-network caching
elements. The decision on which nodes should be equipped with caches
is an open issue and might be based, among others, on topological
criteria, or traffic characteristics. These challenges relate to
both the Content Placement Problem and the Request-to-Cache Routing
Problem discussed below.
In call cases, however, the driver for the implementation, deployment
and operation of in-network caches will be its cost. Operating
caches at line speed inevitably requires faster memories, which
increase the implementation cost. Based on the capital to be
invested, ISPs will need to make strategic decisions on the cache
placement, which can be driven by several factors, such as: avoid
inter-domain/expensive links, centrality of nodes, size of domain and
the corresponding spatial locality of users, traffic patterns in a
specific part of the network (e.g., university vs. business vs.
fashion district of a city).
4.7.2.

Content Placement -- Content-to-Cache Distribution

Given a number of (on-path or off-path) in-network caching elements,
content-to-cache distribution will affect both the dynamics of the
system, in terms of request redirections (mainly in case of off-path
caches) and the gain of the system in terms of cache hits. A
straightforward approach to content placement is on-path placement of
contents as they travel from source to destination. This approach
reduces the computation and communication overhead of placing content
within the network but, on the other hand, might reduce the chances
of hitting cached contents. This relates to the Request-to-Cache
Routing problem discussed next.
Furthermore, the number of replicas held in the system brings up
resource management issues in terms of cache allocation. For
example, continuously replicating data objects in all network
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elements results in redundant copies of the same objects. The issue
of redundant replication has been investigated in the past for
hierarchical web caches. However, in hierarchical web-caching,
overlay systems coordination between the data and the control plane
can guarantee increased performance in terms of cache hits. Linespeed, on-path in-network caching poses different requirements and
therefore, new techniques need to be investigated. In this
direction, there already exist some studies that attempt to reduce
redundancy of cached copies. However, the issue of coordinated
content placement in on-path caches still remains open.
The Content-to-Cache Allocation problem relates also to the
characteristics of the content to be cached. Popular content might
need to be placed where it is going to be requested next.
Furthermore, issues of "expected content popularity" or temporal
locality need to be taken into account in designing in-network
caching algorithms in order for some contents to be given priority
(e.g., popular content vs. one-timers). The criteria as to which
contents should be given priority in in-network content caches relate
also to the business relationships between content providers and
network operators. Business model issues will drive some of these
decisions on content-to-cache distribution, but such issues are
outside the scope of this note and are not discussed here further.
4.7.3.

Request-to-Cache Routing

In order to take advantage of cached contents, requests have to be
forwarded to the nodes that temporarily host (cache) the
corresponding contents. This challenge relates to name-based
routing, discussed before. Requests should ideally follow the path
to the cached content. However, instructions as to which content is
cached where cannot be broadcast throughout the network. Therefore,
the knowledge of a content’s location at the time of the request
might either not exist, or it might not be accurate (i.e., contents
might have been removed by the time a request is redirected to a
specific node).
Coordination between the data and the control planes to update
information of cached contents has been considered, but in this case
scalability issues arise. We therefore, have two options. We either
have to rely on opportunistic caching, where requests are forwarded
to a server and in case the content is found on the path, then the
content is fetched from this node (instead of the original server);
or we employ cache-aware routing techniques. Cache-aware routing can
either involve both the control and the data plane, or only one of
them. Furthermore, cache-aware routing can be done in a domain-wide
scale or can involve more than one individual Autonomous System (AS).
In the latter case, business relationships between ASes might need to
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be exploited in order to build a scalable model.
4.7.4.

Staleness Detection of Cached NDOs

Due to the largely distributed copies of NDOs in in-network caches,
ICN should be able to provide a staleness verification algorithm
which provides synchronization of NDOs located at their providers and
in-network caching points. Two types of approaches can be considered
for this problem, namely direct and indirect approaches.
In the direct approach, each cache looks up certain information in
the name of NDO, e.g., time stamp which directly indicates its
staleness. This approach is well applicable to some NDOs that come
from machine-to-machine and Internet of Things scenarios, whose base
operation relies on obtaining the latest version of that NDO (i.e., a
soil sensor in a farm providing different continuous parameters that
are sent to a display or green-house regulation system) [freshness].
In the indirect approach, each cache consults the publisher of the
cached NDO about its staleness before serving it. This approach
assumes that the name of NDO includes the publisher information which
can be used to reach to the publisher. It is suitable for the NDO
whose expiring time is difficult to be set in advance, e.g., a
webpage which contains main text (that stays the same ever after) and
the interactive section such as comments or ads (that is updated
irregularly).
It is often argued that ignoring stale NDOs in caches and simply
providing new names for updated NDOs might be sufficient rather than
using a staleness verification algorithm to manage them. However,
notifying the new names of updated NDOs to users is not a trivial
task. Unless the update is informed to entire users at the same
time, some users would use the old acquainted name by intending to
retrieve the updated NDO.
One research challenge is how to design consistency and coherence
models for caching NDOs along with their revision handling and
updating protocols in a scalable manner.
4.8.

Network Management

Managing networks has been a core craft in the IP-based host-centric
paradigm ever since the technology was introduced in production
networks. However, at the onset of IP, management was considered
primarily as an add-on. Essential tools that are used daily by
networkers, such as ping and traceroute, did not become widely
available until more than a decade or so after IP was first
introduced. Management protocols, such as SNMP, also became
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available much later than the original introduction of IP and many
still consider them insufficient despite the years of experience we
have running host-centric networks. Today, when new networks are
deployed network management is considered a key aspect for any
operator, a major challenge which is directly reflected in higher
OPEX if not done well. If we want ICN to be deployed in
infrastructure networks, development of management tools and
mechanisms must go hand-in-hand with the rest of the architecture
design.
Although defining an FCAPS model for ICN is clearly outside the scope
of this document, there is a need for creating basic tools early on
while ICN is still in the design and experimentation phases that can
evolve over time and help network operations centers (NOC) to define
policies, validate that they are indeed used in practice, be notified
early on about failures, determine and resolve configuration
problems. AAA as well as performance management, from a NOC
perspective, will also need to be considered. Given the expectations
for a large number of nodes and unprecedented traffic volumes,
automating tasks, or even better employing self-management mechanisms
is preferred. The main challenge here is that all tools we have at
our disposal today are node-centric, end-to-end oriented, or assuming
a packet-stream communication environment. Rethinking reachability
and operational availability, for example, can yield significant
insights into how information-centric networks will be managed in the
future.
With respect to network management we see three different aspects.
First, any operator needs to manage all resources available in the
network, which can range from node connectivity to network bandwidth
availability to in-network storage to multi-access support. In ICN,
users will also bring into the network significant resources in terms
of network coverage extension, storage, and processing capabilities.
DTN characteristics should also be considered to the degree that this
is possible (e.g., content dissemination through data mules).
Secondly, given that nodes and links are not at the center of an
information-centric network, network management should capitalize on
native ICN mechanisms. For example, in-network storage and name
resolution can be used for monitoring, while native publish/subscribe
functionality can be used for triggering notifications. Finally,
management is also at the core of network controlling capabilities by
allowing operating actions to be mediated and decided, triggering and
activating networking procedures in an optimized way. For example,
monitoring aspects can be conjugated with different management
actions in a coordinated way, allowing network operations to flow in
a concertated way.
However, the considerations on leveraging intrinsic ICN mechanisms
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and capabilities to support management operations go beyond a simple
mapping exercise. In fact, not only it raises a series of challenges
on its own, but also opens up new possibilities for both ICN and
"network management" as a concept. For instance, naming mechanisms
are central to ICN intrinsic operations, which are used to identify
and reach content under different aspects (e.g., hierarchically
structured vs. ’flattish’ names). In this way, ICN is decoupled from
host-centric aspects on which traditional networking management
schemes rely upon. As such, questions are raised which can directly
be translated into challenges for network management capability, such
as, for example how to address a node or a network segment in a ICN
naming paradigm, how to identify which node is connected "where", and
if there is a host-centric protocol running from which the management
process can also leverage upon.
But, on the other hand, these same inherent ICN characteristics also
allow us to look into network management through a new perspective.
By centering its operations around content, one can conceive new
management operations addressing, for example, per-content management
or access control, as well as analyzing performance per content name
instead of per link or node. Moreover, such considerations can also
be used to manage operational aspects of ICN mechanisms themselves.
For example, [NDN-MGMT] re-utilizes inherent content-centric
capabilities of CCN to manage optimal link connectivity for nodes, in
concert with a network optimization process. Conversely, how these
content-centric aspects can otherwise influence and impact management
in other areas (e.g., security, resilience) is also important, as
exemplified by in [ccn-access], where access control mechanisms are
integrated into a prototype of the [PURSUIT] architecture.
In this way, a set of core research challenges on ICN management can
be derived as:
o

Manage and control content reception at the destination

o

Coordination of management information exchange and control
between ICN nodes and ICN network control points

o

Identification of management and controlling actions and items
through information naming

o

Relationship between NDOs and host entities identification (i.e.,
how to identify a particular link, interface or flow that need to
be managed)
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Application Development

ICN can be applied to different application domains and is expected
to provide benefits for application developers by providing a more
suitable interface for application developers (in addition to the
other ICN benefits described above). [I-D.irtf-icnrg-scenarios]
provides an overview of relevant application domains at large. This
section discusses opportunities and challenges for selected
application types.
4.9.1.

Web Applications

Intuitively the ICN request/response communication style seems to be
directly mappable to web communication (HTTP). NDO names could be
the equivalent of URIs in today’s web, proprietary and transparent
caching could be obsoleted by ICN in-network caching, and developers
could directly use an ICN request/response API to build applications.
Research effort such as [icn2014-web-ndn] have analzed real-world web
applications and ways to implement them in ICN. The most significant
insight is that, REST-style web communication heavily relies on
transmitting user/application context information in HTTP GET
requests, which would have to be mapped to corresponding ICN
messages. The challenge in ICN would be how to exactly achieve that
mapping -- this could be done to some extent by extending name
formats or by extending message structure to include cookies and
similar context information. The design decisions would need to
consider overhead in routers (if larger GET/Interest messages would
have to be stored in corresponding tables on routers, for exampe).
Other challenges include the ability to return different results
based on client-specific processing in the presence on immutable
objects (and name-object bindings) in ICN and the ability for
efficient bidirectional communication, which would require some
mechanism to name and reach client applications.
4.9.2.

Video Streaming and Download

One of ICN’s prime application area is video streaming and download
where accessing named data, object-level security and in-network
storage can fulfill requirements for both video streaming and
download. The applicability and benefits of ICN to video has been
demonstrated by several prototype developments
[icn2014-ahlgren-video-demo].
[I-D.irtf-icnrg-videostreaming] discusses the opportunities and
challenges for implementing todays’ video services such as DASH-based
streaming and download over ICN, considering performance
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requirements, relationship to Peer-to-Peer live streaming, IPTV and
DRM.
In addition to just porting today’s video application from HTTP to
ICN there are also promising opportunities to leverage the ICN
network services for redesigning and thus significantly enhancing
video access and distribution [icnrg-2015-01-westphal]. For example,
ICN’s store and forward capability could be leveraged for rate
adaptation to achieve maximum throughput and optimal QoE in scenarios
with varying link properties, if capacity information is fed back to
rate selection algorithms at senders. Other optimizations such as
more aggressive pre-fetching could be performed in the network by
leveraging visibility of chunk NDO names and NDO meta data in the
network. Moreover, multi-source rate adaption in combination with
network coding could enable better quality of experience, for example
in multi-interface/access scenarios where multiple paths from client
to upstream caches exist.
4.9.3.

Internet of Things

The essence of ICN lies in the name based routing that enables users
to retrieve NDOs by the names regardless of their locations. By the
definition, ICN is suitable well for IoT applications, where users
consume data generated from IoTs without maintaining secure
connections to them. The basic put/get style APIs of ICN enable
developers to build IoT applications in a simple and fast manner.
On-going efforts such as [I-D.lindgren-icnrg-efficientiot],
[I-D.zhang-iot-icn-challenges] have addressed the requirements and
challenges of ICN for IoT. For instance, many IoT applications
depend on a PUSH model where data transmission is initiated by the
publisher, and so they can support various real-time applications:
emergency alarm, etc. However, ICN does not support the PUSH model
in a native manner due to its inherent receiver-driven data
transmission mechanism. The challenge would be how to efficiently
support the PUSH model in ICN, and so it provides publish/subscribe
style APIs for IoT application developers. This could be done by
introducing other types of identifiers such as a device identifier or
by extending the current request/response communication style, which
may result in heavy overhead in ICN routers.
Moreover, key characteristics of the ICN underlying operation also
impact important aspects of IoT, such as the caching in content
storage of network forwarding entities (which raise issues, e.g.,
concerning the freshness of the information received from the cache
in contrast to the last value generated by a sensor) as well as
pushing content to specific nodes (e.g., for controlling them), which
requires individual addressing for identification.
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Security Considerations
Security related questions related to ICN are discussed in
Section 4.2.
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Abstract
This document considers the consequences of moving the underlying
network architecture to an Information-Centric Network (ICN)
architecture on video distribution. As most of the traffic in future
networks is expected to be video, we consider how to modify the
existing video streaming mechanisms. Several important topics
related to video distribution over ICN are presented, covering a
wide range of scenarios: we look at how to evolve DASH to work over
ICN, and leverage the recent ISO/IEC MPEG Dynamic Adaptive Streaming
over HTTP (DASH) standard; we consider layered encoding over ICN;
P2P mechanisms introduce distinct requirements for video and we look
at how to adapt PPSP for ICN; IPTV adds delay constraints, and this
will create more stringent requirements over ICN as well. As part of
the discussion on video, we discuss DRMs in ICN. Finally, in
addition to consider how existing mechanisms would be impacted by
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ICN, this document lists some research issues to design ICN specific
video streaming mechanisms.
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1. Introduction
The unprecedented growth of video traffic has triggered a rethinking
of how content is distributed, both in terms of the underlying
Internet architecture and in terms of the streaming mechanisms to
deliver video objects.
In particular, the IRTF ICN working group has been chartered to
study new architectures centered upon information; the main
contributor to Internet traffic (and information dissemination) is
video, and this is expected to stay the same in the short- to midterm future. If ICN is expected to become prominent, it will have to
support video streaming efficiently.
As such, it is necessary to discuss along two directions:
. Can the current video streaming mechanisms be leveraged and
adapted to an ICN architecture?
. Can (and should) new, ICN-specific video streaming mechanisms
be designed to fully take advantage of the new abstractions
exposed by the ICN architecture?
This document intends to focus on the first question, in an attempt
to define the use cases for video streaming and some requirements.
This document focuses on a few scenarios, namely Netflix-like video
streaming, peer-to-peer video sharing and IPTV, and identifies how
the existing protocols can be adapted to an ICN architecture. In
doing so, it also identifies the main issues with these protocols in
this ICN context.
Some documents have started to consider the ICN-specific
requirements of dynamic adaptive streaming [2][3][4][6].
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In this document, we give a brief overview of the existing solutions
for the selected scenarios. We then consider the interactions of
such existing mechanisms with the ICN architecture and list some of
the interactions any video streaming mechanism will have to
consider. We then identify some areas for future research.
2. Conventions used in this document
In examples, "C:" and "S:" indicate lines sent by the client and
server respectively.
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [RFC2119].
In this document, these words will appear with that interpretation
only when in ALL CAPS. Lower case uses of these words are not to be
interpreted as carrying RFC-2119 significance.
In this document, the characters ">>" preceding an indented line(s)
indicates a compliance requirement statement using the key words
listed above. This convention aids reviewers in quickly identifying
or finding the explicit compliance requirements of this RFC.
3. Use case scenarios for ICN and Video Streaming
For ICN specific descriptions, we refer to the other working group
documents. For our purpose, we assume here that ICN means an
architecture where content is retrieved by name and with no binding
of content to a specific network location.
The consumption of multimedia content comes along with timing
requirements for the delivery of the content, for both, live and ondemand consumption. Additionally, real-time use cases such as audio/video conferencing [7], game streaming, etc., come along with more
strict timing requirements. Long startup delays, buffering periods
or poor quality, etc., should be avoided to achieve a good Quality
of Experience (QoE) to the consumer of the content. Of course, these
requirements are heavily influenced by routing decisions and
caching, which are central parts of ICN and which have to be
considered when streaming video in such infrastructures.
Due to this range of requirements, we find it useful to narrow the
focus on four scenarios (more can be included later):
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- a video delivery architecture similar to that if itune, where the
whole file is being downloaded to the client and can be replayed
there multiple times;
- a video streaming architecture for playing back movies; this is
relevant for the naming and caching aspects of ICN, as well as the
interaction with the rate adaptation mechanism necessary to
deliver the best QoE to the end-user;
- a peer-to-peer architecture for sharing videos; this introduces
more stringent routing requirements in terms of locating copies of
the content, as the location of the peers evolves and peers join
and leave the swarm they use to exchange video chunks;
- IPTV; this introduces requirements for multicasting and adds
stronger delay constraints.
Other scenarios, such as video-conferencing and real-time video
communications are not explicitly discussed in this document, while
they are in scope. Also, events of mass-media distribution, such as
a large crowd in a live event, are also adding new requirements to
be included in later version.
We discuss how the current state-of-the-art protocols in an IP
context can be modified for the ICN architecture. The remainder of
this document is organized as follows. In the next section, we
consider video download. Then in Section 5, we briefly describe DASH
[1], and Layered Encoding (MDC, SVC). P2P is the focus of Section 6,
where we describe PPSP. Section 7 highlights the requirements of
IPTV, while Section 8 describes the issues of DRM. Section 9 lists
some research issues to be solved for ICN-specific video delivery
mechanisms.
This research items include videoconferencing and real-time video
communications, which will be detailed more in future versions of
this document; as well as the mass distribution of content at live
large-scale events (stadium, concert hall, etc) for which there is
no clearly adopted existing protocol.
4. Video download
Video download, namely the fetching of a video file from a server or
a cache down to the user’s local storage, is a natural application
of ICN. It should be supported natively without requiring any
specific considerations.
This is supported now by a host of protocols (say, scp, ftp, or over
http), which would need to be replaced by the protocols to retrieve
content in ICNs.
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However, current mechanisms are built atop existing transport
protocol. Some ICN proposals (say, CCN or NDN for instance) attempt
to leverage the work down upon these transport protocol and it has
been proposed to use mechanisms such as the TCP congestion window
(and the associated Adaptive Increase, Multiplicative Decrease AIMD) to decide how many object requests ("interests" in CCN/NDN
terminology) should be in flight at any point in time.
It should be noted that ICN intrinsically supports different
transport mechanisms, which could achieve better performance than
TCP, as they subsume TCP into a special case. For instance, one
could imagine a link-by-link transport coupled with caching. This is
enabled by the ICN architecture, and would facilitate the point-topoint download of video files.
5. Video streaming and ICN
5.1. Introduction to client-driven streaming and DASH
Media streaming over the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) and in a
further consequence streaming over the transmission control protocol
(TCP) has become omnipresent in today’s Internet. Content providers
such as Netflix, Hulu, and Vudu do not deploy their own streaming
equipment but use the existing Internet infrastructure as it is and
they simply deploy their own services over the top (OTT). This
streaming approach works surprisingly well without any particular
support from the underlying network due to the use of efficient
video compression, content delivery networks (CDNs), and adaptive
video players. Earlier video streaming research mostly recommended
to use the user datagram protocol (UDP) combined with the real time
transport protocol (RTP). It assumed it would not be possible to
transfer multimedia data smoothly with TCP, because of its
throughput variations and large retransmission delays. This point of
view has significantly evolved today. HTTP streaming, and especially
its most simple form known as progressive download, has become very
popular over the past few years because it has some major benefits
compared to RTP streaming. As a consequence of the consistent use of
HTTP for this streaming method, the existing Internet
infrastructure, consisting of proxies, caches and CDNs, could be
used. Originally, this architecture was designed to support best
effort delivery of files and not real time transport of multimedia
data. Nevertheless, real time streaming based on HTTP could also
take advantage of this architecture, in comparison to RTP, which
could not leverage any of the aforementioned components. Another
benefit that results from the use of HTTP is that the media stream
could easily pass firewalls or network address translation (NAT)
gateways, which was definitely a key for the success of HTTP
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streaming. However, HTTP streaming is not the holy grail of
streaming as it also introduces some drawbacks compared to RTP.
Nevertheless, in an ICN-based video streaming architecture these
aspects also have to be considered.
The basic concept of DASH [1] is to use segments of media content,
which can be encoded at different resolutions, bitrates, etc., as
so-called representations. These segments are served by conventional
HTTP Web servers and can be addressed via HTTP GET requests from the
client. As a consequence, the streaming system is pull-based and the
entire streaming logic is located on the client, which makes it
scalable, and allows to adapt the media stream to the client’s
capabilities.
In addition to this, the content can be distributed using
conventional CDNs and their HTTP infrastructure, which also scales
very well. In order to specify the relationship between the
contents’ media segments and the associated bitrate, resolution, and
timeline, the Media Presentation Description (MPD) is used, which is
a XML document. The MPD refers to the available media segments using
HTTP URLs, which can be used by the client for retrieving them.
5.2. Layered Encoding
Another approach for video streaming consist in using layered
encoding. Namely, scalable video coding formats the video stream
into different layers: a base layer which can be decoded to provide
the lowest bit rate for the specific stream, and enhancement layers
which can be transmitted separately if network conditions allow. The
higher layers offer higher resolutions and enhancement of the video
quality, while the layered approach allows to adapt to the network
conditions. This is used in MPEG-4 scalable profile or H.263+.
H264SVC is available, but not much deployed. JPEG2000 has a wavelet
transform approach for layered encoding, but has not been deployed
much either.
It is not clear if the layered approach is fine-grained enough for
rate control.
5.3. Interactions of Video Streaming with ICN
5.3.1. Interaction of DASH and ICN
Video streaming, and DASH in particular, have been designed with
goals that are aligned with that of most ICN proposals. Namely, it
is a client-based mechanism, which requests items (in this case,
chunks of a video stream) by name.
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ICN and MPEG-DASH [1] have several elements in common:
- the client-initiated pull approach;
- the content being dealt with in pieces (or chunks);
- the support of efficient replication and distribution of content
pieces within the network;
- the scalable, session-free nature of the exchange between the
client and the server at the streaming layer: the client is free
to request any chunk from any location;
- the support for potentially multiple sources.
As ICN is a promising candidate for the Future Internet (FI)
architecture, it is useful to investigate its suitability in
combination with multimedia streaming standards like MPEG-DASH. In
this context, the purpose of this section is to present the usage of
ICN instead of HTTP in MPEG-DASH
However, there are some issues that arise from using a dynamic rate
adaptation mechanism in an ICN architecture:
o

Naming of the data in DASH does not necessarily follow the ICN
convention of any of the ICN proposals. Several chunks of the
same video stream might currently go by different names that for
instance do not share a common prefix. There is a need to
harmonize the naming of the chunks in DASH with the naming
conventions of the ICN. The naming convention of using a
filename/time/encoding format could for instance be made
compatible with the convention of CCN.

o

While chunks can be retrieved from any server, the rate
adaptation mechanism attempts to estimate the available network
bandwidth so as to select the proper playback rate and keep its
playback buffer at the proper level. Therefore, there is a need
to either include some location semantics in the data chunks so
as to properly assess the throughput to a specific location; or
to design a different mechanism to evaluate the available network
bandwidth.

o

The typical issue of access control and accounting happens in
this context, where chunks can be cached in the network outside
of the administrative control of the content publisher. It might
be a requirement from the owner of the video stream that access
to these data chunks needs to be accounted/billed/monitored.
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o

Dynamic streaming multiplies the representations of a given video
stream, therefore diminishing the effectiveness of caching:
namely, to get a hit for a chunk in the cache, it has to be for
the same format and encoding values. Alternatively, to get the
same hit rate as for a stream using a single encoding, the cache
size must be scaled up to include all the possible
representations.

o

Caching introduces oscillatory dynamics as it may modify the
estimation of the available bandwidth between the end user and
the repository where it is getting the chunks from. For instance,
if an edge cache holds a low resolution representation near the
user, the user getting this low resolution chunks will observe a
good performance, and will then request higher resolution chunks.
If those are hosted on a server with poor performance, then the
client would have to switch back to the low representation. This
oscillation may be detrimental to the perceived QoE of the user.

o

The ICN transport mechanism needs to be compatible to some extent
with DASH. To take a CCN example, the rate at which interests are
issued should be such that the chunks received in return arrive
fast enough and with the proper encoding to keep the playback
buffer above some threshold.

o

The usage of multiple network interfaces is possible in ICN,
enabling a seamless handover between them. For the combination
with DASH, an intelligent strategy which should focus on traffic
load balancing between the available links may be necessary. This
would increase the effective media throughput of DASH by
leveraging the combined available bandwidth of all links,
however, it could potentially lead to high variations of the
media throughput.

o

DASH does not define how the MPD is retrieved; hence, this is
compatible with CCN. However, the current profiles defined within
MPEG-DASH require the MPD to contain HTTP-URLs (incl. http and
https URI schemes) to identify segments. To enable a more
integrated approach as described in this document, an additional
profile for DASH over CCN has to be defined, enabling ICN/CCNbased URIs to identify and request the media segments.

We describe in Section 5.4 a potential implementation of a dynamic
adaptive video stream over ICN, based upon DASH and CCN [5].
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5.3.2. Interaction of ICN with Layered Encoding
Issues of interest to an Information-Centric network architecture in
the context of layered video streaming include:
. Caching of the multiple layers. The caching priority should go
to the base layer, and defining caching policy to decide when
to cache enhancement layers;
. Synchronization of multiple content streams, as the multiple
layers may come from different sources in the network (for
instance, the base layer might be cached locally while the
enhancement layers may be stored in the origin server);
. Naming of the different layers: when the client requests an
object, the request can be satisfied with the base layer alone,
aggregated with enhancement layers. Should one request be
sufficient to provide different streams? In a CCN architecture
for instance, this would violate a one interest-one data packet
principle and the client would need to specify each layer it
would like to receive. In a Pub/Sub architecture, the
rendezvous point would have to make a decision as to which
layers (or which pointer to which layer’s location) to return.
5.4. Possible Integration of Video streaming and ICN architecture
5.4.1. DASH over CCN
DASH is intended to enable adaptive streaming, i.e., each content
piece can be provided in different qualities, formats, languages,
etc., to cope with the diversity of todays’ networks and devices. As
this is an important requirement for Future Internet proposals like
CCN, the combination of those two technologies seems to be obvious.
Since those two proposals are located at different protocol layers DASH at the application and CCN at the network layer - they can be
combined very efficiently to leverage the advantages of both and
potentially eliminate existing disadvantages. As CCN is not based on
classical host-to-host connections, it is possible to consume
content from different origin nodes as well as over different
network links in parallel, which can be seen as an intrinsic error
resilience feature w.r.t. the network. This is a useful feature of
CCN for adaptive multimedia streaming within mobile environments
since most mobile devices are equipped with multiple network links
like 3G and WiFi. CCN offers this functionality out of the box which
is beneficial when used for DASH-based services. In particular, it
is possible to enable adaptive video streaming handling both
bandwidth and network link changes. That is, CCN handles the network
link decision and DASH is implemented on top of CCN to adapt the
video stream to the available bandwidth.
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In principle, there are two options to integrate DASH and CCN: a
proxy service acting as a broker between HTTP and CCN as proposed in
[6], and the DASH client implementing a native CCN interface. The
former transforms an HTTP request to a corresponding interest packet
as well as a data packet back to an HTTP response, including
reliable transport as offered by TCP. This may be a good compromise
to implement CCN in a managed network and to support legacy devices.
As such a proxy is already described in [6] this draft focuses on a
more integrated approach, aiming at fully exploiting the potential
of a CCN DASH Client. That is, we describe a native CCN interface
within the DASH client, which adopts a CCN naming scheme (CCN URIs)
to denote segments in the Media Presentation Description (MPD). In
this architecture, only the network access component on the client
has to be modified and the segment URIs within MPD have to be
updated according to the CCN naming scheme.
Initially, the DASH client retrieves the MPD containing the CCN URIs
of the content representations including the media segments. The
naming scheme of the segments may reflect intrinsic features of CCN
like versioning and segmentation support. Such segmentation support
is already compulsory for multimedia streaming in CCN and, thus, can
also be leveraged for DASH-based streaming over CCN. The CCN
versioning can be adopted in a further step to signal different
representations of the DASH-based content, which enables an implicit
adaptation of the requested content to the clients’ bandwidth
conditions. That is, the interest packet already provides the
desired characteristics of a segment (such as bit rate, resolution,
etc.) within the content name (or potentially within parameters
defined as extra types in the packet formats). Additionally, if
bandwidth conditions of the corresponding interfaces or routing
paths allow so, DASH media segments could be aggregated
automatically by the CCN nodes, which reduces the amount of interest
packets needed to request the content. However, such approaches need
further research, specifically in terms of additional intelligence
and processing power needed at the CCN nodes.
After requesting the MPD, the DASH client will start to request
particular segments. Therefore, CCN interest packets are generated
by the CCN access component and forwarded to the available
interfaces. Within the CCN, these interest packets leverage the
efficient interest aggregation for, e.g., popular content, as well
as the implicit multicast support. Finally, the interest packets are
satisfied by the corresponding data packets containing the video
segment data, which are stored on the origin server or any CCN node,
respectively. With an increasing popularity of the content, it will
be distributed across the network resulting in lower transmission
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delays and reduced bandwidth requirements for origin servers and
content providers respectively.
With the extensive usage of in-network caching, new drawbacks are
introduced since the streaming logic is located at the client, i.e.,
clients are not aware of each other and the network infrastructure
and cache states. Furthermore, negative effects are introduced when
multiple clients are competing for a bottleneck and when caching is
influencing this bandwidth competition. As mentioned above, the
clients request individual portions of the content based on
available bandwidth which is calculated using throughput
estimations. This uncontrolled distribution of the content
influences the adaptation process of adaptive streaming clients. The
impact of this falsified throughput estimation could be tremendous
and leads to a wrong adaptation decision which may impact the
Quality of Experience (QoE) at the client, as shown in [8]. In ICN,
the client does not have the knowledge from which source the
requested content is actually served or how many origin servers of
the content are available, as this is transparent and depends on the
name-based routing. This introduces the challenge that the
adaptation logic of the adaptive streaming client is not aware of
the event when the ICN routing decides to switch to a different
origin server or content is coming through a different
link/interface. As most algorithms implementing the adaption logic
are using bandwidth measurements and related heuristics, the
adaptation decisions are no longer valid when changing origin
servers (or links) and potentially cause playback interruptions and,
consequently, stalling. Additionally, ICN supports the usage of
multiple interfaces and a seamless handover between them, which
again comes together with bandwidth changes, e.g., switching between
fixed and wireless, 3G/4G and WiFi networks, etc. Considering these
characteristics of ICN, adaptation algorithms merely based on
bandwidth measurements are not appropriate anymore, as potentially
each segment can be transferred from another ICN node or interface,
all with different bandwidth condition. Thus, adaptation algorithms
taking into account these intrinsic characteristics of ICN are
preferred over algorithms based on mere bandwidth measurements.
5.4.2. Testbed, Open Source Tools, and Dataset
For the evaluations of DASH over CCN, a testbed with open source
tools and datasets is provided in [9]. In particular, it provides
two client player implementations, (i) a libdash extension for DASH
over CCN and (ii) a VLC plugin implementing DASH over CCN. For both
implementations the CCNx implementation has been used as a basis.
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The general architecture of libdash is organized in modules, so that
the library implements a MPD parser and an extensible connection
manager. The library provides object-oriented interfaces for these
modules to access the MPD and the downloadable segments. These
components are extended to support DASH over CCN and available in a
separate development branch of the github project available at
http://www.github.com/bitmovin/libdash. libdash comes together with
a fully featured DASH player with a QT-based frontend, demonstrating
the usage of libdash and providing a scientific evaluation platform.
As an alternative, patches for the DASH plugin of the VLC player are
provided. These patches can be applied to the latest source code
checkout of VLC resulting in a DASH over CCN-enabled VLC player.
Finally, a DASH over CCN dataset is provided in form of a CCNx
repository. It includes 15 different quality representation of the
well-known Big Buck Bunny Movie, ranging from 100 kbps up to 4500
kbps. The content is split into segments of two seconds, and
described by an associated MPD using the presented naming scheme in
Section 4.1. This repository can be downloaded from [9], and is also
provided by a public accessible CCNx node. Associated routing
commands for the CCNx namespaces of the content are provided via
scripts coming together with the dataset and can be used as a public
testbed.
6. P2P video distribution and ICN
Another form of distributing content - and video in particularwhich ICNs need to support is Peer-to-Peer distribution (P2P). We
see now how an existing protocol such as PPSP can be modified to
work in an ICN environment.
6.1. Introduction to PPSP
P2P video Streaming (PPS) is a popular approach to redistribute live
media over Internet. The proposed P2PVS solutions can be roughly
classified in two classes:
-

Push/Tree based

-

Pull/Mesh based

The Push/Tree based solution creates an overlay network among peers
that has a tree shape. Using a progressive encoding (e.g. Multiple
Description Coding or H.264 Scalable Video Coding), multiple trees
could be set up to support video rate adaptation. On each tree an
enhancement stream is sent. The more the number of stream received,
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the higher the video quality. A peer control video rate by fetching
or not the streams delivered on the distribution trees.
The Pull/Mesh based solution is inspired by the BitTorrent file
sharing mechanism. A Tracker collects information about the state of
the swarm (i.e. set of participating peers). A peer forms a mesh
overlay network with a subset of peers, and exchange data with them.
A peer announces what data items it disposes and requests missing
data items that are announced by connected peers. In case of live
streaming, the involved data set includes only a recent window of
data items published by the source. Also in this case, the use of a
progressive encoding can be exploited for video rate adaptation.
Pull/Mesh based P2PVS solutions are the more promising candidate for
the ICN deployment, since most of ICN approach provides a pull-based
API [5][10][11][12]. In addition, Pull/Mesh based P2PVS are more
robust than Push/Tree based one [13] and the Peer to Peer Streaming
Protocol (PPSP) working group [14] is also proposing a Pull/Mesh
based solution.
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Figure 1: PPSP System Architecture (source [RFC6972])
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Figure 1 reports the PPSP architecture presented in [RFC6972]. PEERs
announce and share video chunks and a TRACKER maintains a list of
PEERs participating in a specific audio/video channel or in the
distribution of a streaming file. The tracker functionality may be
centralized in a server or distributed over the PEERs. PPSP
standardize the Peer and Tracker Protocols, which can run directly
over UDP or TCP.
This document discusses some preliminary concepts about the
deployment of PPSP on top of an ICN that exposes a pull-based API,
meanwhile considering the impact of MPEG DASH streaming format.
6.2. PPSP over ICN: deployment concepts
6.2.1. PPSP short background
PPSP specifies peer protocol (PPSPP) [15] and tracker protocol
(PPSP-TP)[16].
Some of the operations carried out by the tracker protocol are the
followings. When a peer wishes to join the streaming session it
contacts the Tracker (CONNECT message), obtains a PEER_ID and a list
of PEER_IDs (and IP addresses) of other peers that are participating
to the SWARM and that the tracker has singled out for the requesting
peer (this may be a subset of the all peers of the SWARM). In
addition to this join operation, a peer may contact the tracker to
request to renew the list of participating peers (FIND message), to
periodically update its status to the tracker (STAT_REPORT message),
etc.
Some of the operations carried out by the peer protocol are the
following. Using the list of peers delivered by the tracker, a peer
establishes a session with them (HANDSHAKE message). A peer
periodically announces to neighboring peers which chunks it has
available for download (HAVE message). Using these announcements, a
peer requests missing chunks from neighboring peers (REQUEST
messages), which will send back them (DATA message).
6.2.2. From PPSP messages to ICN named-data
An ICN provides users with data items exposed by names. The bundle
name and data item is usually referred as named-data, named-content,
etc. To transfer PPSP messages though an ICN the messages should be
be wrapped as named-data items, and receivers should request them by
name.
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A PPSP entity receives messages from peers and/or tracker. Some
operations require gathering the messages generated by another
specific host (peer or tracker). For instance, if a peer A wishes to
gain information about video chunks available from peer B, the
former shall fetch the PPSP HAVE messages specifically generated by
the later. We refer to these kinds of named-data as "located-nameddata", since they should be gathered from a specific location (e.g.
peer B).
For other PPSP operations, like to fetch a DATA message (i.e. a
video chunk), what it is relevant for a peer is just to receive the
requested content, independently from who is the endpoint that
generate the data. We refer this information with the generic term
"named-data".
The naming scheme differentiates named-data and located-named-data
items. In case of named-data, the naming scheme only includes a
content identifier (e.g. the name of the video chunk), without any
prefix identifying who provides the content. For instance, a DATA
message containing the video chunk n. 1 may be named as
"ccnx:/swarmID/chunk/chunkID", where swarmID is a unique identifier
of the streaming session, "chunk" is a keyword and chunkID is the
chunk identifier (e.g. a integer number).
In case of located-named-data, the naming scheme includes a
location-prefix, which uniquely identifies the host generating the
data item. This prefix may be the PEER_ID in case the host was a
peer or a tracker identifier in case the host was the tracker. For
instance, a HAVE message generated by a peer B may be named as
"ccnx:/swarmID/peer/PEER_ID/HAVE", where "peer" is a keyword,
PEER_ID_B is the identifier of peer B and HAVE is a keyword.
6.2.3. Support of PPSP interaction through a pull-based ICN
API
The PPSP procedures are based both on pull and push interactions.
For instance, the distribution of chunks availability can be
classified as a push-based operation, since a peer sends an
"unsolicited" information (HAVE message) to neighboring peers.
Conversely the procedure used to receive video chunks can be
classified as pull-based, since it is supported by a
request/response interaction (i.e. REQUEST, DATA messages).
As we said, we refer to an ICN architecture which provides a pullbased API. Accordingly, the mapping of PPSP pull-based procedure is
quite simple. For instance, using the CCN architecture [5] a PPSP
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DATA message may be carried by a CCN Data message and a REQUEST
message can transferred by a CCN Interest.
Conversely, the support of push-based PPSP operations may be more
difficult. We need of an adaptation functionality that carries out a
push-based operation using the underlying pull-based service
primitives. For instance, a possible approach is to use the
request/response (i.e. Interest/Data) four ways handshakes proposed
in [7]. Another possibility is that receivers periodically send out
request messages of the named-data that neighbors will push and,
when available, sender inserts the pushed data within a response
message.
6.2.4. Abstract layering for PPSP over ICN
+-----------------------------------+
|
Application
|
+-----------------------------------+
|
PPSP (TCP/IP)
|
+-----------------------------------+
| ICN - PPSP Adaptation Layer (AL) |
+-----------------------------------+
|
ICN Architecture
|
+-----------------------------------+
Figure 2: Mediator approach
Figure 2 provides a possible abstract layering for PPSP over ICN.
The Adaptation Layer acts as a mediator (proxy) between legacy PPSP
entities based on TCP/IP and the ICN architecture. In facts, the
role the mediator is to use ICN to transfer PPSP legacy messages.
This approach makes possible to merely reuse TCP/IP P2P applications
whose software includes also PPSP functionality. This "all-in-one"
development approach may be rather common since the PPSP-Application
interface is not going to be specified. Moreover, if the Operating
System will provide libraries that expose a PPSP API, these will be
initially based on a underlying TCP/IP API. Also in this case, the
mediator approach would make possible to easily reuse both the PPSP
libraries and the Application on top of an ICN.
+-----------------------------------+
|
Application
|
+-----------------------------------+
|
ICN-PPSP
|
+-----------------------------------+
|
ICN Architecture
|
+-----------------------------------+
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Figure 3: Clean-slate approach
Figure 3 sketches a clean-slate layering approach in which the
application directly includes or interacts with a PPSP version based
on ICN. Likely such a PPSP_ICN integration could yield a simplier
development, also because it does not require implementing a TCP/IP
to ICN translation as in the Mediator approach. However, the cleanslate approach requires developing the application (in case of
embedded PPSP functionality) or the PPSP library from scratch,
without exploiting what might already exist for TCP/IP.
Overall, the Mediator approach may be considered as the first step
of a migration path towards ICN native PPSP applications.
6.2.5.

PPSP interaction with the ICN routing plane

Upon the ICN API a user (peer) requests a content and the ICN sends
it back. The content is gathered by the ICN from any source, which
could be the closest peer that disposes of the named-data item, an
in-network cache, etc. Actually, "where" to gather the content is
controlled by an underlying ICN routing plane, which sets up the ICN
forwarding tables (e.g. CCN FIB [5]).
A cross-layer interaction between the ICN routing plane and the PPSP
may be required to support a PPSP session. Indeed, ICN shall forward
request messages (e.g. CCN Interest) towards the proper peer that
can handle them. Depending on the layering approach, this crosslayer interaction is controlled either by the Adaptation Layer or by
the ICN-PPSP. For example, if a peer A receives a HAVE message
indicating that peer B disposes of the video chunk named
"ccnx:/swarmID/chunk/chunkID", then former should insert in its ICN
forwarding table an entry for the prefix
"ccnx:/swarmID/chunk/chunkID" whose next hop locator (e.g. IP
address) is the network address of peer B [17].
6.2.6.

ICN deployment for PPSP

The ICN functionality that supports a PPSP session may be "isolated"
or "integrated" with the one of a public ICN.
In the isolated case, a PPSP session is supported by an instance of
an ICN (e.g. deployed on top of IP), whose functionalities operate
only on the limited set of nodes participating to the swarm, i.e.
peers and the tracker. This approach resembles the one followed by
current P2P application, which usually form an overlay network among
peers of a P2P application. And intermediate public IP routers do
not carry out P2P functionalities.
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In the integrated case, the nodes of a public ICN may be involved in
the forwarding and in-network caching procedures. In doing so, the
swarm may benefit from the presence of in-network caches so limiting
uplink traffic on peers and inter-domain traffic too. These are
distinctive advantages of using PPSP over a public ICN, rather than
over TCP/IP. In addition, such advantages aren’t likely manifested
in the case of isolated deployment.
However, the possible interaction between the PPSP and the routing
layer of a public ICN may be dramatic, both in terms of explosion of
the forwarding tables and in terms of security. These issues
specifically take place for those ICN architectures for which the
name resolution (i.e. name to next-hop) occurs en-route, like the
CCN architecture.
For instance, using the CCN architecture, to fetch a named-data item
offered by a peer A the on-path public ICN entities have to route
the request messages towards the peer A. This implies that the ICN
forwarding tables of public ICN nodes may contain many entries, e.g.
one entry per video chunk, and these entries are difficult to be
aggregated since peers avail sparse parts of a big content, whose
names have a same prefix (e.g. "ccnx:/swarmID"). Another possibility
is to wrap all PPSP messages into a located-named-data. In this case
the forwarding tables should contain "only" the PEER_ID prefixes
(e.g. "ccnx:/swarmID/peer/PEER_ID"), so scaling down the number of
entries from number of chunks to number of peers. However, in this
case the ICN mechanisms recognize a same video chunk offered by
different peers as different contents, so vanishing caching and
multicasting ICN benefits. Moreover, in any case routing entries
should be updated either the base of the availability of named-data
items on peers or on the presence of peers, and these events in a
P2P session is rapidly changing so possibly hampering the
convergence of the routing plane. Finally, since peers have an
impact on the ICN forwarding table of public nodes, this may open
obvious security issues.
6.3. Impact of MPEG DASH coding schemes
The introduction of video rate adaptation may valuably decrease the
effectiveness of P2P cooperation and of in-network caching,
depending of the kind of the video coding used by the MPEG DASH
stream.
In case of a MPEG DASH streaming with MPEG AVC encoding, a same
video chunk is independently encoded at different rates and the
encoding output is a different file for each rate. For instance, in
case of a video encoded at three different rates R1,R2,R3, for each
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segment S we have three distinct files: S.R1, S.R2, S.R3. These
files are independent of each other. To fetch a segment coded at R2
kbps, a peer shall request the specific file S.R2. The estimation of
the best coding rate is usually handled by receiver-driven
algorithms, implemented by the video client.
The independence among files associated to different encoding rates
and the heterogeneity of peer bandwidths, may dramatically reduce
the interaction among peers, the effectiveness of in-network caching
(in case of integrated deployment), and consequently the ability of
PPSP to offload the video server (i.e. a seeder peer). Indeed, a
peer A may select a coding rate (e.g. R1) different from the one
selected by a peer B (e.g. R2) and this prevents the former to fetch
video chunks from the later, since peer B avails of chunks coded at
a rate different from the ones needed by A. To overcome this issue,
a common distributed rate selection algorithm could force peers to
select the same coding rate [17]; nevertheless this approach may be
not feasible in the in case of many peers.
The use of SVC encoding (Annex G extension of the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC
video compression standard) should make rate adaptation possible,
meanwhile neither reducing peer collaborations nor the in-network
caching effectiveness. For a single video chunk, a SVC encoder
produces different files for the different rates (roughly "layers"),
and these files are progressively related each other. Starting from
a base-layer which provides the minimum rate encoding, the next
rates are encoded as an "enhancement layer" of the previous one. For
instance, in case the video is coded with three rates R1 (baselayer), R2 (enhancement-layer n.1), R3 (enhancement-layer n.2), then
for each DASH segment we have three files S.R1, S.R2 and S.R3. The
file S.R1 is the segment coded at the minimum rate (base-layer). The
file S.R2 enhances S.R1, so as S.R1 and S.R2 can be combined to
obtain a segment coded at rate R2. To get a segment coded at rate
R2, a peer shall fetch both S.R1 and S.R2. This progressive
dependence among files that encode a same segment at different rates
makes peer cooperation possible, also in case peers player have
autonomously selected different coding rates. For instance, if peer
A has selected the rate R1, the downloaded files S.R1 are useful
also for a peer B that has selected the rate R2, and vice versa.
7. IPTV and ICN
7.1. IPTV challenges
IPTV refers to the delivery of quality content broadcast over the
Internet, and is typically associated with strict quality
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requirements, i.e., with a perceived latency of less than 500 ms and
a packet loss rate that is multiple orders lower than the current
loss rates experienced in the most commonly used access networks. We
can summarize the major challenges for the delivery of IPTV service
as follows.
Channel change latency represents a major concern for the IPTV
service. Perceived latency during channel change should be less than
500ms. To achieve this objective over the IP infrastructure, we have
multiple choices:
(i)

receiving fast unicast streams from a dedicated server (most
effective but not resource efficient);
(ii) connecting to other peers in the network (efficiency depends
on peer support, effective and resource efficient, if also
supported with a dedicated server);
(iii) connecting to multiple multicast sessions at once (effective
but not resource efficient, and depends on the accuracy of
the prediction model used to track user activity).
The second major challenge is the error recovery. Typical IPTV
service requirements dictate the mean time between artifacts to be
approximately 2 hours. This suggests the perceived loss rate to be
around or less than 10^-7. Current IP-based solutions rely on the
following proactive and reactive recovery techniques: (i) joining
the FEC multicast stream corresponding to the perceived packet loss
rate (not efficient as the recovery strength is chosen based on
worst-case loss scenarios), (ii) making unicast recovery requests to
dedicated servers (requires active support from the service
provider), (iii) probing peers to acquire repair packets (finding
matching peers and enabling their cooperation is another challenge).
7.2. ICN benefits for IPTV delivery
ICN presents significant advantages for the delivery of IPTV
traffic. For instance, ICN inherently supports multicast and allows
for quick recovery from packet losses (with the help of in-network
caching). Similarly, peer support is also provided in the shape of
in-network caches that typically act as the middleman between two
peers, enabling therefore earlier access to IPTV content.
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However, despite these advantages, delivery of IPTV service over
Information Centric Networks brings forth new challenges. We can
list some of these challenges as follows:
. Messaging overhead: ICN is a pull-based architecture and relies
on a unique balance between requests and responses. A user
needs to make a request for each data packet. In the case of
IPTV, with rates up to, and likely to be, above 15Mbps, we
observe significant traffic upstream to bring those streams.
As the number of streams increase (including the same session
at different quality levels), so as the burden on the routers.
Even if the majority of requests are aggregated at the core,
routers close to the edge (where we observe the biggest
divergence in user requests) will experience a significant
increase in overhead to process these requests. The same is
true at the user side, as the uplink usage multiplies in the
number of sessions a user requests (for instance, to minimize
the impact of bandwidth fluctuations).
. Cache control: As the IPTV content expires at a rapid rate
(with a likely expiry threshold of 1s), we need solutions to
effectively flush out such content to also prevent degradatory
impact on other cached content, with the help of intelligently
chosen naming conventions. However, to allow for fast recovery
and optimize access time to sessions (from current or new
users), the timing of such expirations needs to be adaptive to
network load and user demand. However, we also need to support
quick access to earlier content, whenever needed, for instance,
when the user accesses the rewind feature (note that in-network
caches will not be of significant help in such scenarios due to
overhead required to maintain such content).
. Access accuracy: To receive the up-to-date session data, users
need to be aware of such information at the time of their
request. Unlike IP multicast, since the users join a session
indirectly, session information is critical to minimize
buffering delays and reduce the startup latency. Without such
information, and without any active cooperation from the
intermediate routers, stale data can seriously undermine the
efficiency of content delivery. Furthermore, finding a cache
does not necessarily equate to joining a session, as the lookahead latency for the initial content access point may have a
shorter lifetime than originally intended. For instance, if the
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user that has initiated the indirect multicast leaves the
session early, the requests from the remaining users need to
experience an additional latency of one RTT as they travel
towards the content source. If the startup latency is chosen
depending on the closeness to the intermediate router, going to
the content source in-session can lead to undesired pauses.

8. Digital Rights Managements in ICN
This section discusses the need for Digital Rights Management (DRM)
functionalities for multimedia streaming over ICN. It focuses on two
possible approaches: modifying AAA to support DRM in ICN, and using
Broadcast Encryption.
It is assumed that ICN will be used heavily for digital content
dissemination. It is vital to consider DRM for digital content
distribution. In today’s Internet there are two predominant classes
of business models for on-demand video streaming. The first model is
based on advertising revenues. Non-copyright protected (usually
user-generated content, UGC) is offered by large infrastructure
providers like Google (YouTube) at no charge. The infrastructure is
financed by spliced advertisements into the content. In this context
DRM considerations may not be required, since producers of UGC may
only strive for the maximum possible dissemination. Some producers
of UGC are mainly interested to share content with their families,
friends, colleges or others and have no intention to make profit.
However, the second class of business models requires DRM, because
they are primarily profit oriented. For example, large on-demand
streaming platforms like Netflix establish business models based on
subscriptions. Consumers may have to pay a monthly fee in order to
get access to copyright protected content like TV series, movies or
music. This model may be ad-supported and free to the content
consumer, like YouTube Channels or Spotify. But the creater of the
content expects some remuneration for his work. From the perspective
of the service providers and the copyright owners, only clients that
pay the fee (explicitly or implicitly through ad placement) should
be able to access and consume the content. Anyway, the challenge is
to find an efficient and scalable way of access control to digital
content, which is distributed in information-centric networks.
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8.1. Broadcast Encryption for DRM in ICN
The section discusses Broadcast Encryption (BE) as a suitable basis
for DRM functionalities in conformance to the ICN communication
paradigm. Especially when network inherent caching is considered the
advantage of BE will be highlighted.
In ICN, data packets can be cached inherently in the network and any
network participant can request a copy of these packets. This makes
it very difficult to implement an access control for content that is
distributed via ICN. A naive approach is to encrypt the transmitted
data for each consumer with a distinct key. This prohibits everyone
other than the intended consumers to decrypt and consume the data.
However, this approach is not suitable for ICN’s communication
paradigm since it would reduce the benefits gained from the inherent
network caching. Even if multiple consumers request the same content
the requested data for each consumer would differ using this
approach. A better but still insufficient idea is to use a single
key for all consumers. This does not destruct the benefits of ICN’s
caching ability. The drawback is that if one of the consumers
illegally distributes the key, the system is broken and any entity
in the network can access the data. Changing the key after such an
event is useless since the provider has no possibility to identify
the illegal distributer. Therefore this person cannot be stopped
from distributing the new key again. In addition to this issue other
challenges have to be considered. Subscriptions expire after a
certain time and then it has to be ensured that these consumers
cannot access the content anymore. For a provider that serves
millions of daily consumers (e.g. Netflix) there could be a
significant number of expiring subscriptions per day. Publishing a
new key every time a subscription expires would require an
unsuitable amount of computational power just to re-encrypt the
collection of audio-visual content.
A possible approach to solve these challenges is Broadcast
Encryption (BE) [22] as proposed in [23]. From this point on, this
section will focus only on BE as an enabler for DRM functionality in
the use case of ICN video streaming. This subsection continues with
the explanation of how BE works and shows how BE can be used to
implement an access control scheme in the context of content
distribution in ICN.
BE actually carries a misleading name. One might expect a concrete
encryption scheme. However, it belongs to the family of keymanagement schemes (KMS). KMS are responsible for the generation,
exchange, storage and replacement of cryptographic keys. The most
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interesting characteristics of Broadcast Encryption Schemes (BES)
are:
. A BES typically uses a global trusted entity called the
licensing agent (LA), which is responsible for spreading a set
of pre-generated secrets among all participants. Each
participant gets a distinct subset of secrets assigned from the
LA.
. The participants can agree on a common session key, which is
chosen by the LA. The LA broadcasts an encrypted message that
includes the key. Participants with a valid set of secrets can
derive the session-key from this message.
. The number of participants in the system can change
dynamically. Entities may join or leave the communication group
at any time. If a new entity joins the LA passes on a valid set
of secrets to that entity. If an entity leaves (or is forced to
leave) the LA revokes the entity’s subset of keys, which means
that it cannot derive the correct session key anymore when the
LA distributes a new key.
. -Traitors (entities that reveal their secrets) can be traced
and excluded from ongoing communication. The algorithms and
preconditions to identify a traitor vary between concrete BES.
This listing already illustrates why BE is suitable to control the
access to data that is distributed via an information-centric
network. BE enables the usage of a single session key for
confidential data transmission between a dynamically changing subset
or network participants. ICN caches can be utilized since the data
is encrypted only with a single key known by all legitimate clients.
Furthermore, traitors can be identified and removed from the system.
The issue of re-encryption still exists, because the LA will
eventually update the session key when a participant should be
excluded. However, this disadvantage can be relaxed in some way if
the following points are considered:
. The updates of the session key can be delayed until a set of
compromised secretes has been gathered. Note that secrets may
become compromised because of two reasons. First, if the secret
has been illegally revealed by a traitor. Second, if the
subscription of an entity expires. Delayed revocation
temporarily enables some non-legitimate entities to consume
content. However, this should not be a severe problem in home
entertainment scenarios. Updating the session key in regular
(not too short) intervals is a good tradeoff. The longer the
interval last the less computational resources are required for
content re-encryption and the better the cache utilization in
the ICN will be. To evict old data from ICN caches that has
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been encrypted with the prior session key the publisher could
indicate a lifetime for transmitted packets.
. Content should be re-encrypted dynamically at request time.
This has the benefit that untapped content is not re-encrypted
if the content is not requested during two session key updates
and therefore no resources are wasted. Furthermore, if the
updates are triggered in non-peak times the maximum amount of
resource needed at one point in time can be lowered
effectively, since in peak times generally more diverse content
is requested.
. Since the amount of required computational resources may vary
strongly from time to time it would be beneficial for any
streaming provider to use cloud-based services to be able to
dynamically adapt the required resources to the current needs.
Regarding to a lack of computation time or bandwidth the cloud
service could be used to scale up to overcome shortages.
Figure 4 show the potential usage of BE in a multimedia delivery
frameworks that builds upon ICN infrastructure and uses the concept
of dynamic adaptive streaming, e.g., DASH. BE would be implemented
on the top to have an efficient and scalable way of access control
to the multimedia content.
+--------Multimedia Delivery Framework--------+
|
|
|
Technologies
Properties
|
| +----------------+
+----------------+ |
| |
Broadcast
|<--->|
Controlled
| |
| |
Encryption
|
|
Access
| |
| +----------------+
+----------------+ |
| |Dynamic Adaptive|<--->|
Multimedia
| |
| |
Streaming
|
|
Adaptation
| |
| +----------------+
+----------------+ |
| |
ICN
|<--->|
Cachable
| |
| | Infrastructure |
|
Data Chunks | |
| +----------------+
+----------------+ |
+---------------------------------------------+
Figure 4: A potential multimedia framework using BE.
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AAA Based DRM for ICN Networks
8.2.1.

Overview

Recently, a novel approach to Digital Rights Management (DRM) has
emerged to link DRM to usual network management operations, hence
linking DRM to authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA)
services. ICN provides the abstraction of an architecture where
content is requested by name and could be served from anywhere. In
DRM, the content provider (the origin of the content) allows the
destination (the end user account) to use the content. The content
provider and content storage/cache are at two different entities in
ICC and for traditional DRM only source and destination count and
not the intermediate storage. The proposed solution allows the
provider of the caching to be involved in the DRM policies using
well known AAA mechanisms. It is important to note that this
solution is compatible with the proposes the Broadcast Encryption
(BE) proposed earlier in this draft. The BE proposes a technology as
this solution is more operational.

8.2.2.

Implementation

With the proposed AAA-based DRM, when a content is requested by name
from a specific destination, the request could link back to both the
content provider and the cahing provider via traditional AAA
mechanisms, and trigger the appropriate DRM policy independently
from where the content is stored. In this approach the caching, DRM
and AAA remain independent entities but can work together through
ICN mechanisms. The proposed solution enables extending the
traditional DRM done by the content provider to jointly being done
by content provider and network/caching provider.
The solution is based on the concept of a "token". The content
provider authenticates the end user and issues an encrypted token to
authenticate the a named content ID or IDs that the user can access.
The token will be shared with the network provider and used as the
interface to the AAA protocols. At this point all content access is
under the control of the network provider and the ICN. The
controllers and switches can manage the content requests and handle
mobility. The content can be accessed from anywhere as long as
the token remains valid or the content is available in the network.
In such a scheme the content provider does not need to be contacted
every time a named content is requested. This reduces the load of
the content provider network and creates a DRM mechanism that is
much more appropriate for the distributed caching and peer-to-peer
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storage characteristic of ICN networks. In particular, the content
requested by name can be served from anywhere under the only
condition that the storage/cache can verify that the token is valid
for content access.
The solution is also fully customizable to both content and network
provider’s needs as the tokens can be issued based on user accounts,
location and hardware (MAC address for example) linking it naturally
to legacy authentication mechanisms. In addition, since both content
and network providers are involved in DRM policies pollution attacks
and other illegal requests for the content can be more easily
detected. The proposed AAA-based DRM is currently under full
development.
9. Future Steps for Video in ICN
The explosion of online video services, along with their increased
consumption by mobile wireless terminals, further exacerbates the
challenges of Video Adaptation leveraging ICN mechanisms. The
following sections present a series of research items derived from
these challenges, further introducing next steps for the subject.
9.1. Large Scale Live Events
An active area of investigation and a potential use case where ICN
would provide significant benefits, is that of distributing content,
and video in particular, using local communications in large scale
events such as sports event in a stadium, a concert or a large
demonstration.
Such use-case involves locating content that is generated on the fly
and requires discovery mechanisms in addition to sharing mechanisms.
The scalability of the distribution becomes important as well.
9.2. Video Conferencing and Real-Time Communications
Current protocols for video-conferencing have been designed, and
this document needs to take input from them to identify the key
research issues. Real-time communication add timing constraints
(both in terms of delay and in terms of synchronization) to the
scenario discussed above.
9.3. Store-and-Forward Optimized Rate Adaptation
One of the benefits of ICN is to allow the network to insert caching
in the middle of the data transfer. This can be used to reduce the
overall bandwidth demands over the network by caching content for
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future re-use. But it provides more opportunities for optimizing
video streams.
Consider for instance the following scenario: a client is connected
via an ICN network to a server. Let’s say the client is connected
wirelessly to a node that has a caching capability, which is
connected through a WAN to the server. Assume further that the
capacity of each of the links (both the wireless and the WAN logical
links) vary with time.
If the rate adaptation is provided in an end-to-end manner, as in
current mechanisms like DASH, then the maximal rate that can be
supported at the client is that of the minimal bandwidth on each
link.
For instance, if during time period 1, the wireless capacity is 1
and the wired capacity is 2, and during time period 2, the wireless
is 2 due to some hotspot, and the wired is 1 due to some congestion
in the network, then the best end-to-end rate that can be achieved
is 1 during each period.
However, if the cache is used during time period 1 to pre-fetch 2
units of data, then during period 2, there is 1 unit of data at the
cache, and another unit of data, which can be streamed from the
server, and the rate that can be achieved is therefore 2 units of
data. In this case, the average bandwidth rises from 1 to 1.5 over
the 2 periods.
This straw man example illustrate a) the benefit of ICN for
increasing the throughput of the network, and b) the need for the
special rate adaptation mechanisms to be designed so as to take
advantage of this gain. End-to-end rate adaptation can not take
advantage of the cache availability.
9.4. Heterogeneous Wireless Environment Dynamics
With the ever-growing increase in online services being accessed by
mobile devices, operators have been deploying different overlapping
wireless access networking technologies. In this way, in the same
area, user terminals are within range of different cellular, Wi-Fi
or even WiMAX networks. Moreover, with the advent of the Internet of
Things (e.g., surveillance cameras feeding video footage), this list
can be further complemented with more specific short-range
technologies, such as Bluetooth or ZigBee.
In order to leverage from this plethora of connectivity
opportunities, user terminals are coming equipped with different
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wireless access interfaces, providing them with extended
connectivity opportunities. In this way, such devices become able to
select the type of access which best suits them according to
different criteria, such as available bandwidth, battery
consumption, access do different link conditions according to the
user profile or even access to different content. Ultimately, these
aspects contribute to the Quality of Experience perceived by the
end-user, which is of utmost importance when it comes to video
content.
However, the fact that these users are mobile and using wireless
technologies, also provides a very dynamic setting, where the
current optimal link conditions at a specific moment might not last
or be maintained while the user moves. These aspects have been amply
analyzed in recently finished projects such as FP7 MEDIEVAL [18],
where link events reporting on wireless conditions and available
alternative connection points were combined with vide requirements
and traffic optimization mechanisms, towards the production of a
joint network and mobile terminal mobility management decision.
Concretely, in [19] link information about the deterioration of the
wireless signal was sent towards a mobility management controller in
the network. This input was combined with information about the user
profile, as well as of the current video service requirements, and
used to trigger the decrease or increase of scalable video layers,
adjusting the video to the ongoing link conditions. Incrementally,
the video could also be adjusted when a new better connectivity
opportunity presents itself.
In this way, regarding Video Adaptation, ICN mechanisms can leverage
from their intrinsic multiple source support capability and go
beyond the monitoring of the status of the current link, thus
exploiting the availability of different connectivity possibilities
(e.g., different "interfaces"). Moreover, information obtained from
the mobile terminal’s point of view of its network link, as well as
information from the network itself (i.e., load, policies, and
others), can generate scenarios where such information is combined
in a joint optimization procedure allowing the content to be forward
to users using the best available connectivity option (e.g.,
exploiting management capabilities supported by ICN intrinsic
mechanisms as in [20]).
In fact, ICN base mechanisms can further be exploited in enabling
new deployment scenarios such as preparing the network for mass
requests from users attending a large multimedia event (i.e.,
concert, sports), allowing video to be adapted according to content,
user and network requirements and operation capabilities in a
dynamic way.
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The enablement of such scenarios require further research, with the
main points highlighted as follows:
. Development of a generic video services (and obviously content)
interface allowing the definition and mapping of their
requirements (and characteristics) into the current capabilities
of the network;
. How to define a scalable mechanism allowing either the video
application at the terminal, or some kind of network management
entity, to adapt the video content in a dynamic way;
. How to develop the previous research items using intrinsic ICN
mechanisms (i.e., naming and strategy layers);
. Leverage intelligent pre-caching of content to prevent stalls and
poor quality phases, which lead to bad Quality of Experience of
the user. This includes in particular the usage in mobile
environments, which are characterized by severe bandwidth changes
as well as connection outages, as shown in [21].
9.5. Network Coding for Video Distribution in ICN
An interesting research area for combining heterogeneous sources is
to use network coding [24]. Network coding allows to asynchronously
combine multiple sources by having each of them send information
that is not duplicated by the other but can be combined to retrieve
the video stream.
However, this creates issues in ICN in terms of defining the proper
rate adaptation for the video stream; securing the encoded data;
caching the encoded data; timeliness of the encoded data; overhead
of the network coding operations both in network resources and in
added buffering delay, etc.
10. Security Considerations
This is informational. Security considerations are TBD.
11. IANA Considerations
This is informational. IANA considerations are TBD.
12. Conclusions
This draft proposed adaptive video streaming for ICN, identified
potential problems and presented the combination of CCN with DASH as
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a solution. As both concepts, DASH and CCN, maintain several
elements in common, like, e.g., the content in different versions
being dealt with in segments, combination of both technologies seems
useful. Thus, adaptive streaming over CCN can leverage advantages
such as, e.g., efficient caching and intrinsic multicast support of
CCN, routing based on named data URIs, intrinsic multi-link and
multi-source support, etc.
In this context, the usage of CCN with DASH in mobile environments
comes together with advantages compared to today’s solutions,
especially for devices equipped with multiple network interfaces.
The retrieval of data over multiple links in parallel is a useful
feature, specifically for adaptive multimedia streaming, since it
offers the possibility to dynamically switch between the available
links depending on their bandwidth capabilities, transparent to the
actual DASH client.
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Enabling Publish/Subscribe in ICN
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Abstract
Information-Centric Networks (ICN) provide substantial flexibility
for users to obtain information without regard to the source of the
information or its current location. Publish/subscribe (pub/sub)
systems have gained popularity in society to provide the convenience
of removing the temporal dependency of the user having to indicate an
interest each time he or she wants to receive a particular piece of
related information. Such an "information-centric" communication
model should be supported in the new ICN network paradigm. This
document outlines some research directions for ICN with respect to
enhancing the inherently pull-based ICN approaches for achieving
efficient pub/sub capability.
Status of This Memo
This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.
Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF). Note that other groups may also distribute
working documents as Internet-Drafts. The list of current InternetDrafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.
Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."
This Internet-Draft will expire on September 6, 2015.
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Introduction
This document points out the need to support publish/subscribe (pub/
sub) capabilities in ICN and the problems with the existing
solutions. Further, the document discusses potential directions for
enhancing Information Centric Networking (ICN) to achieve efficient
pub/sub.
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Section 2 describes the pub/sub systems and the challenges of such
systems to the current Internet. Section 3 demonstrates the use of
pub/sub systems in different scenarios. Section 4 outlines the
requirements of an efficient pub/sub architecture and Section 5
discusses the related works and some possible shortcomings. In
Section 6 we brief our standardisation considerations.
2.

Pub/Sub Communication
Users increasingly desire access to information, ranging from news,
financial markets, healthcare, to disaster relief and beyond,
independent of who published it, where it is located, and often, when
it was published. Typical representation of these usages are
microblogs, RSS feed, social network, search engines, etc. A
consumer may not wish (or it may even be infeasible) to receive all
of the "channels" belonging to a myriad of information providers that
disseminate items of interest, either on demand (such as web,
twitter, blogs and social networks), or tune to a broadcast channel
(e.g., television, radio, newspaper). In these cases, the consumer
would rather prefer obtaining the data based on Content Descriptors
(CD) such as a keyword, a tag, or a property of the content
(publisher identity, published date etc.).
Publish/subscribe (pub/sub) systems are particularly suited for such
kind of large scale content-oriented information dissemination, and
provide the exibility for users to subscribe to information of
interest, without being intimately tied to when that information is
made available by publishers. With the use of an appropriate
interface, users can select and filter the information desired so
that they receive only what they are interested in, often
irrespective of the publisher.
Intelligent end-systems and information aggregators (e.g., Google
News and Yahoo! News, cable and satellite providers) have
increasingly adapted their interfaces to provide a content-oriented
pub/sub-based delivery method. However, these mechanisms are built
on top of a centralized server based framework and can also result in
a waste of network resources as shown in
[Ramasubramanian2006][Katsaros2011], since the Internet protocol
suite is focused on end-to-end delivery of data. Furthermore, issues
of "coverage" and "timeliness" still exist in such forms of
dissemination, where the aggregator may be selective in what
information is made available.
Information-Centric Networks (ICN) is a new network paradigm that
intendeds to achieve large scale data delivery with greater ease for
users, greater scalability in terms of the amount of information
disseminated as well as number of producers and consumers of
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information, and greater efficiency in terms of network and server
resource utilization.
It is also desirable for such a network to assist the pub/sub
communication model that delivers the information from any of the
producers to all subscribers. Moreover, it is desirable for the
network to assist in delivering fine-grained information to the
subscriber.
Recently, works such as
[Schmidt2012],[Carzaniga2011],[Chen2011],[Chen2012] have also
highlighted the need for ICN to support a pub/sub like communication
model.
3.

Scenarios of Pub/Sub Architecture
In this section, we list several use cases of pub/sub architectures
in ICN. They help us to understand the requirements of an efficient
pub/sub architecture and why the existing solutions fall short.

3.1.

Online Social Networks and RSS Feeds

Online social networks (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, etc.) and Rich Site
Summary (RSS) feeds are typical use cases for a content-centric pub/
sub system. In such systems, the receivers receive messages either
from friends, followees, or from some information aggregators. They
do not care which exact machine is sending the message (contentcentric), nor do they know when and what is the name of the next
message they are going to receive (temporal separation).
To prevent the receivers
existing systems use web
send new messages to the
the server periodically.
(HTTP) servers answering
message update frequency
3.2.

from polling all the possible providers,
servers as rendezvous points: the publishers
servers and the receivers/subscribers poll
This still causes great wastage for the
"304 - Not Modified" repeatedly since the
is usually lower than the polling frequency.

Online Gaming and Audio/Video Conferencing

Massively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPGs, e.g.,
Counter-Strike, Quake, World of Warcraft, etc.) and audio/video
conferencing (e.g., Skype meeting, Web Whiteboard, Etherpad, etc.) is
another kind of content-centric pub/sub systems. Similar to the
social network scenario, users in such systems only care about the
content, either the area of interest (AoI) or the conference
partners, and they do not know when and from where the next message
will come. But different from the previous scenario, such systems
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require real-time update (message) delivery and these messages are
usually smaller in size compared to the online social networks.
Many of these systems choose to use HTTPS or direct TCP connection
between the server and the users to enable the capability of server
"pushing" the updates to the user. But maintaining such links are
costly. MMORPGs usually limit the number of players in a same game
which greatly reduces the interesting of these games.
3.3.

Notification Systems in Disaster

Disasters have often disrupted communications because of damages to
critical infrastructure. For instance in the aftermath of the
Japanese Earthquake in 2011, approximately 1,200,000 fixed telephone
lines and 15,000 base-stations were not functioning. On average, 22%
(with peaks up to 65% in some areas) of the base-stations had to shut
down due to the lack of power or damages to the infrastructure.
Contradictory to the loss of available hardware capacity, during and
in the aftermath of a disaster, there is a substantial increase in
the amount of traffic generated because of the natural anxiety and
panic among people and the need to organize rescue and emergency
services. Many of these traffic are in the form of a pub/sub
communication model, e.g., the government needs to publish some
notifications (recovery status, new shelter locations, etc.), the
refugees need to notify their friends about their safety, or people
needs to ask for help from ambulances or fire brigade. In the
Japanese case, the congestion caused by such traffic resulted in
restrictions in voice traffic up to 95%, including emergency priority
calls.
4.

Requirements of an Efficient Pub/Sub Architecture
Given a pub/sub communication model as described in Section 2, on a
high-level one can derive the following (incomplete) list of basic
requirements:
o

Decouple publishers and subscribers: In an ideal pub/sub
environment, publishers only focus on their core task of
publishing while not having to maintain membership status, and
subscribers receive content from a multitude of sources without
having to worry about maintaining a list of publishers and
frequently polling them for the availability of fresh data.
Moreover, a consumer may not wish (and it may even be infeasible)
to subscribe to all of the channels belonging to a myriad of
information providers that disseminate items of interest, either
on demand (such as web, twitter, blogs and social networks), or
tune to a broadcast channel (e.g., television, radio, newspaper).
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In these cases, support should be provided to the consumer who
would prefer obtaining the data based on descriptors such as
keywords, tags, or other properties of the published data.
o

Push enabled dissemination: The ability to exploit push-based
delivery is a key to achieving timeliness and to avoid wasting
server and network resources because of redundant polls.
Therefore, an efficient pub/sub architecture must provide the
capability for publishers to push information to online
subscribers interested in it. Such timely dissemination is
necessary in many scenarios such as disaster (e.g., Tsunami)
warnings, stock market information, news and gaming.

o

Scalability: The target architecture should be able to accommodate
a large number of subscribers as well as publishers (often
subscribers are also publishers as user-generated content becomes
common). Therefore, it should minimize the amount of states
maintained in the network, ensure the load on the publisher grows
slowly (sublinearly) with the number of subscribers. The load on
the subscribers should also grow slowly with the number of
publishers (e.g., dealing with the burden of duplicate
elimination). Importantly, the load on the network should not
grow significantly with the growth in the number of publishers and
subscribers. There is also a need to accommodate a very large
range in the amount of information that may be disseminated, and
the need for all elements of the pub/sub framework in a contentcentric environment to scale in a manageable way.

o

Efficiency: The architecture should enable a nearly unlimited
amount of information being generated by publishers, allow for
delivery of information related to subscriptions independent of
the frequency at which that information is generated by
publishers. The architecture must utilize network and server
resources efficiently. It is desirable that content is not
transmitted multiple times by a server or on a link. Furthermore,
the overhead on publisher and subscriber end-points to query
unnecessarily for information must be minimized.

o

Dynamicity: The architecture should be able to deal with the
substantial churn in subscription state, allowing a large number
of users to join, leave and frequently change their subscriptions.
The topics of interest may change frequently as well (e.g., in a
Twitter-like publishing environment, where the popular topics
change frequently).

Additionally, to support a full-fledge pub-sub environment, it is
desirable that the target system support the following additional
features:
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o

Support hierarchies and context in naming content: It is desirable
to be able to exploit both context and hierarchies in identifying
content. Hierarchical naming has been recognized by NDN as well.
Exploiting context enables a richer identification of content (in
both subscriptions and published information), as noted in the
database community.

o

Support two-step dissemination for policy control and user
interest: There is a need for pub/sub environments to support a
two-step dissemination process both for reasons of policy and
access control at the publisher as well as managing delivery of
large volume content. In such a scenario, the pub/sub framework
would be designed to publish only a snippet of the data
(containing a description of the content and the method how to
obtain it) to subscribers. The subscribers then request for the
content based on their interest and allowance.

o

Subscriber offline support: Another typical characteristic of pubsub environments is that subscribers could be offline at the time
the data is published. There is clearly a need for asynchronous
delivery of information in a pub/sub environment in an efficient,
seamless and scalable manner. The system needs to allow users who
were online to retrieve the data that they have missed. It should
also allow new subscribers to retrieve previously published
content that they are interested in. We envisage a server that
stores all the content published.

o

Prevent Spam/DoS: Spam and DoS attacks are security issues that
concern push based pub/sub mechanisms. Efforts to mitigate this
at the network layer as well as at the application layer should be
considered.

Additionally, it will be desirable to have the following features to
support a (limited) pub-sub environment in a disaster affected
scneario:
o

TBD

o

TBD

5.

Related Work

5.1.

IP/Overlay Multicast

IP multicast [RFC1112] is a candidate solution for efficiently
delivering content to multiple receivers. A sender sends data to a
multicast group address that subscribers could join. Multicast
routing protocols such as PIM-SM [RFC4601] construct and maintain a
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tree from each sender to all receivers of a multicast group.
However, IP multicast isn’t an efficient pub/sub delivery mechanism
for several reasons: 1) IP multicast is designed for delivery of
packets to connected end-points. Dealing with disconnected operation
(when subscribers are online) would have to be an application layer
issue. Overlay multicast solutions such as
[Jannotti2000][Chu2002][Banerjee2002] are agnostic of the underlying
network topology, usually relying on multiple unicasts in the
underlay path and are therefore also inefficient as a pub/sub
delivery mechanism. 2) The somewhat limited multicast group address
space makes it difficult to support a direct mapping of CDs to IP
multicast addresses. 3) Current IP multicast is not able to exploit
relationships between information elements, such as CDs. CDs may be
hierarchical or may have a contextual relationship, which enables
multiple CDs to be mapped to a group. For example, consider a
publisher that sends a message to all the subscribers interested in
football, and subscribers who are interested in receiving messages
about all sports. The message from the publisher will have to be
sent to two distinct IP multicast groups. If there happens to be a
subscriber of messages on sports and football, (s)he will receive the
same message twice and will have to perform redundancy elimination in
the application layer. The result is a waste in network traffic and
processing at both ends.
5.2.

Named-Data Networking (NDN)

NDN has limited intrinsic support for pub/sub systems, a critical
need in a content centric environment. The aggregation of pending
Interests at routers achieves efficient dissemination of information
from NDN nodes. But this aggregation is similar to a cache hit in a
content distribution network (CDN) cache, which occurs only if
subscribers send their Interests with some temporal locality. Thus
it avoids multiple Interest queries having to be processed directly
by the content provider. Note however that this is still a pullbased information delivery method and depends both on temporal
locality of interests and a large enough cache to achieve effective
caching in the (content centric) network. On the other hand, native
multicast support allows for a much more scalable push-based pub/sub
environment, since it is not sensitive to issues such as the cycling
of the cache when a large amount of information is disseminated.
TBD: Update it based on recent modifications by the NDN team
5.3.

CCN

TBD: Update it based on recent modifications by the CCN team
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Content-Oriented Publish/Subscribe(COPSS)

COPSS enhances CCN/NDN with a push-based delivery mechanism using
multicast in a content-centric framework. It is designed to satisfy
the requirements mentioned above, especially to provide temporal
separation between subscription (or expression of Interest) and
publication. At the content-centric network layer, COPSS uses a
multiple-sender, multiple-receiver multicast capability, in much the
same manner as PIM-SM.
5.5.

PSIRP Project

TBD
5.6.

NetInf Project (http://www.netinf.org)

TBD
5.7.

Pursuit Project (http://www.fp7-pursuit.eu/)

TBD
5.8.

Other Related Works

Here we list the other related works we are considering. The list
might not be complete and we intend to add to it based on feedback
received in further revisions.
o

A. Carzaniga, M. Rutherford, A. Wolf, A routing scheme for
content-based networking, in: INFOCOM, 2004.

o

B. Segall, D. Arnold, J. Boot, M. Henderson, T.
Content Based Routing with Elvin, in: AUUG2K, 2000.

o

C. Esteve, F. Verdi, M. Magalhaes, Towards a new generation of
information-oriented Internetworking architectures, in: ReArch,
2008.

o

G. Chockler, R. Melamed, Y. Tock, R. Vitenberg, SpiderCast: a
scalable interest-aware overlay for topic-based pub/sub
communication, in: DEBS, 2007.

o

H. Eriksson, Mbone: the multicast backbone, Commun.
(1994) 54-60.

o

M. Ott, L. French, R. Mago, D. Makwana, Xml-based semantic
multicast routing: an overlay network architecture for future
information services, in: GLOBECOM, 2004.
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o

P. T. Eugster, P. A. Felber, R. Guerraoui, A.-M. Kermarrec,
The many faces of publish/subscribe, ACM Comput. Surv. 35 (2)
(2003) 114-131.

o

R. Baldoni, R. Beraldi, V. Quema, L. Querzoni, S. TucciPiergiovanni, TERA: topic-based event routing for peer-to-peer
architectures, in: DEBS, 2007.

o

R. V. Renesse, K. P. Birman, W. Vogels, Astrolabe: A Robust
and Scalable Technology for Distributed System Monitoring,
Management, and Data Mining, ACM TOCS 21 (2001) 66-85.

o

S. Voulgaris, E. Riviere, A.-M. Kermarrec, M. Van Steen, Sub2-Sub: Self-Organizing Content-Based Publish and Subscribe for
Dynamic and Large Scale Collaborative Networks, Research report,
INRIA (December 2005).

o

T. Koponen, M. Chawla, B.-G. Chun, A. Ermolinskiy, K. H.
Kim, S. Shenker, I. Stoica, A data-oriented (and beyond) network
architecture, in: SIGCOMM, 2007.

o

V. Ramasubramanian, R. Peterson, E. G. Sirer, Corona: a high
performance publish-subscribe system for the world wide web, in:
NSDI, 2006.

o

V. Jacobson, D. K. Smetters, J. D. Thornton, M. F. Plass,
N. H. Briggs, R. L. Braynard, Networking Named Content, in:
CoNEXT, 2009.

o

Y. Cui, B. Li, K. Nahrstedt, ostream: asynchronous streaming
multicast in application-layer overlay networks, JSAC 22 (1)
(2004) 91-106.

o

Y. Diao, S. Rizvi, M. J. Franklin, Towards an internet-scale
XML dissemination service, in: VLDB, 2004.

6.

Standardisation Considerations
Future versions of this document will outline a concrete protocol
specification for pub/sub support for ICN. Below some initial
standardisation considerations are outlined.
An initial list of details that need to be specified is the
following:
o

Pub/Sub related interfaces/APIs
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Pub/Sub related data structure modification to existing ICN
proposals

We are also considering to write a survey paper that accumulates all
the Pub/sub related work.
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Using ICN in disaster scenarios
draft-seedorf-icn-disaster-03
Abstract
Information Centric Networking is a new paradigm where the network
provides users with named content, instead of communication channels
between hosts. This document outlines some research directions for
Information Centric Networking (ICN) with respect to applying ICN
approaches for coping with natural or human-generated, large-scale
disasters.
Status of This Memo
This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.
Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF). Note that other groups may also distribute
working documents as Internet-Drafts. The list of current InternetDrafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.
Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."
This Internet-Draft will expire on September 4, 2015.
Copyright Notice
Copyright (c) 2015 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
document authors. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
This document summarizes some research challenges for coping with
natural or human-generated, large-scale disasters. Further, the
document discusses potential directions for applying Information
Centric Networking (ICN) to address these challenges.
Section 2 gives some examples of what can be considered a large-scale
disaster and what the effects of such disasters on communication
networks are. Section 3 outlines why ICN can be beneficial in such
scenarios and provides a high-level overview on corresponding
research challenges. Section 4 describes some concrete use cases and
requirements for disaster scenarios. In Section 5, some concrete
ICN-based solutions approaches are outlined. Related research
activities are ongoing in the GreenICN research project; Section 6
provides an overview of this project.
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Disaster Scenarios
An enormous earthquake hit Northeastern Japan (Tohoku areas) on March
11, 2011, and caused extensive damages including blackouts, fires,
tsunamis and a nuclear crisis. The lack of information and means of
communication caused the isolation of several Japanese cities. This
impacted the safety and well-being of residents, and affected rescue
work, evacuation activities, and the supply chain for food and other
essential items. Even in the Tokyo area that is 300km away from the
Tohoku area, more than 100,000 people became ’returner’ refugees, who
could not reach their homes because they had no means of public
transportation (the Japanese government has estimated that more than
6.5 million people would become returner refugees if such a
catastrophic disaster were to hit the Tokyo area).
That earthquake in Japan also showed that the current network is
vulnerable against disasters and that mobile phones have become the
lifelines for communication including safety confirmation. The
aftermath of a disaster puts a high strain on available resources due
to the need for communication by everyone. Authorities such as the
President/Prime-Minister, local authorities, Police, fire brigades,
and rescue and medical personnel would like to inform the citizens of
possible shelters, food, or even of impending danger. Relatives
would like to communicate with each other and be informed about their
wellbeing. Affected citizens would like to make enquiries of food
distribution centres, shelters or report trapped, missing people to
the authorities. Moreover, damage to communication equipment, in
addition to the already existing heavy demand for communication
highlights the issue of fault-tolerance and energy efficiency.
Additionally, disasters caused by humans such as a terrorist attack
may need to be considered, i.e. disasters that are caused
deliberately and willfully and have the element of human intent. In
such cases, the perpetrators could be actively harming the network by
launching a Denial-of-Service attack or by monitoring the network
passively to obtain information exchanged, even after the main
disaster itself has taken place. Unlike some natural disasters that
are predictable using weather forecasting technologies and have a
slower onset and occur in known geographical regions and seasons,
terrorist attacks may occur suddenly without any advance warning.
Nevertheless, there exist many commonalities between natural and
human-induced disasters, particularly relating to response and
recovery, communication, search and rescue, and coordination of
volunteers.
The timely dissemination of information generated and requested by
all the affected parties during and the immediate aftermath of a
disaster is difficult to provide within the current context of global
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information aggregators (such as Google, Yahoo, Bing etc.) that need
to index the vast amounts of specialized information related to the
disaster. Specialized coverage of the situation and timely
dissemination are key to successfully managing disaster situations.
We believe that network infrastructure capability provided by
Information Centric Networks can be suitable, in conjunction with
application and middleware assistance.
3.

Research Challenges and Benefits of ICN

3.1.

High-Level Research Challenges

Given a disaster scenario as described in Section 2, on a high-level
one can derive the following (incomplete) list of corresponding
technical challenges:
o

Enabling usage of functional parts of the infrastructure, even
when these are disconnected from the rest of the network: Assuming
that parts of the network infrastructure (i.e. cables/links,
routers, mobile bases stations, ...) are functional after a
disaster has taken place, it is desirable to be able to continue
using such components for communication as much as possible. This
is challenging when these components are disconnected from the
backhaul, thus forming fragmented networks. This is especially
true for today’s mobile networks which are comprised of a
centralised architecture, mandating connectivity to central
entities (which are located in the core of the mobile network) for
communication. But also in fixed networks, access to a name
resolution service is often necessary to access some given
content.

o

Decentralised authentication: In mobile networks, users are
authenticated via central entities. In order to communicate in
fragmented or disconnected parts of a mobile network, the
challenge of decentralising such user authentication arises.
Independently of the network being fixed or mobile, data origin
authentication of content retrieved from the network is
challenging when being ’offline’ (e.g. disconnected from servers
of a security infrastructure such as a PKI).

o

Delivering/obtaining information in congested networks: Due to
broken cables, failed routers, etc., it is likely that in a
disaster scenario the communication network has much less overall
capacity for handling traffic. Thus, significant congestion can
be expected in parts of the infrastructure. It is therefore a
challenge to guarantee message delivery in such a scenario. This
is even more important as in the case of a disaster aftermath, it
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may be crucial to deliver certain information to recipients (e.g.
warnings to citizens).
o

Delay/Disruption Tolerant Approach: Fragmented networks makes it
difficult to support end-to-end communication. However,
communication in general and especially during disaster can
tolerate some form of delay. E.g. in order to know if his/her
relatives are safe or a ’SOS’ call need not be supported in an
end-to-end manner. It is sufficient to improve communication
resilience in order to deliver such important messages.

o

Energy Efficiency: Long-lasting power outages may lead to
batteries of communication devices running out, so designing
energy-efficient solutions is very important in order to maintain
a usable communication infrastructure.

The list above is most likely incomplete; future revisions of this
document intend to add additional challenges to the list.
3.2.

How ICN can be Beneficial

Several aspects of ICN make related approaches attractive candidates
for addressing the challenges described in Section 3.1. Below is an
(incomplete) list of considerations why ICN approaches can be
beneficial to address these challenges:
o

Routing-by-name: ICN protocols natively route by named data
objects and can identify objects by names, effectively moving the
process of name resolution from the application layer to the
network layer. This functionality is very handy in a fragmented
network where reference to location-based, fixed addresses may not
work as a consequence of disruptions. For instance, name
resolution with ICN does not necessarily rely on the reachability
of application-layer servers (e.g. DNS resolvers). In highly
decentralised scenarios (e.g. in infrastructureless, opportunistic
environments) the ICN routing-by-name paradigm effectively may
lead to a ’replication-by-name’ approach, where content is
replicated depending on its name.

o

Authentication of named data objects: ICN is built around the
concept of named data objects. Several proposals exist for
integrating the concept of ’self-certifying data’ into a naming
scheme (see e.g. [RFC6920]). With such approaches, the origin of
data retrieved from the network can be authenticated without
relying on a trusted third party or PKI.

o

Content-based access control: ICN can regulate access to data
objects (e.g. only to a specific user or class of users) by means
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of content-based security; this functionality could facilitate
trusted communications among peer users in isolated areas of the
network.
o

Caching: Caching content along a delivery path is an inherent
concept in ICN. Caching helps in handling huge amounts of
traffic, and can help to avoid congestion in the network (e.g.
congestion in backhaul links can be avoided by delivering content
from caches at access nodes).

o

Sessionless: ICN does not require full end-to-end connectivity.
This feature facilitates a seemless aggregation between a normal
network and a fragmented network, which needs DTN-like message
forwarding.

The list above is most likely incomplete; future revisions of this
document intend to add more considerations to the list and to argue
in more detail why ICN is suitable for addressing the aforementioned
research challenges.
4.

Use Cases and Requirements
This Section describes some use cases for the aforementioned disaster
scenario (as outlined in Section 2) and discusses the corresponding
technical requirements for enabling these use cases.
o

Delivering Messages to Relatives/Friends: After a disaster
strikes, citizens want to confirm to each other that they are
safe. For instance, shortly after a large disaster (e.g.,
Earthquake, Tornado), people have moved to different refugee
shelters. The mobile network is not fully recovered and is
fragmented, but some base stations are functional. This use case
imposes the following high-level requirements: a) People must be
able to communicate with others in the same network fragment, b)
people must be able to communicate with others that are located in
different fragmented parts of the overall network. More
concretely, the following requirements are needed to enable the
use case: a) a mechanism for scalable message forwarding scheme
that dynamically adapts to changing conditions in disconnected
networks, b) DTN-like mechanisms for getting information from
disconnected island to another disconnected island, and c) data
origin authentication so that users can confirm that the messages
they receive are indeed from their relatives or friends.

o

Spreading Crucial Information to Citizens: State authorities want
to be able to convey important information (e.g. warnings, or
information on where to go or how to behave) to citizens. These
kinds of information shall reach as many citizens as possible.
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i.e. Crucial content from legal authorities shall potentially
reach all users in time. The technical requirements that can be
derived from this use case are: a) Data origin authentication,
such that citizens can confrim the authenticity of messages sent
by authorities, b) mechanisms that guarantee the timeliness and
loss-free delivery of such information, which may include
techniques for prioritizing certain messages in the network
depending on who sent them, and c) DTN-like mechanisms for getting
information from disconnected island to another disconnected
island.
It can be observed that different key use cases for disaster
scenarios imply overlapping and similar technical requirements for
fulfilling them. As discussed in Section 3.2, ICN approaches are
envisioned to be very suitable for addressing these requirements with
actual technical solutions.
5.

Solution Design
This Section outlines some ICN-based approaches that aim at
fulfilling the previously mentioned use cases and requirements.
o

ICN ’data mules’: To facilitate the exchange of messages between
different network fragments, mobile entitites can act as ICN ’data
mules’ which are equipped with storage space and move around the
disaster-stricken area gathering information to be disseminated.
As the mules move around, they deliver messages to other
individuals or points of attachment to different fragments of the
network. These ’data mules’ could have a pre-determined path (an
ambulance going to and fro from a hospital), a fixed path (drone/
robot assigned specifically to do so) or a completely random path
(doctors moving from one camp to another).

o

Priority dependent Name-based replication: By allowing spatial and
temporal scoping of named messages, priority based replication
depending on the scope of a given message is possible. Clearly,
spreading information in disaster cases involves space and time
factors that have to be taken into account as messages spread. A
concrete approach for such scope-based prioritisation of ICN
messages in disasters, called ’NREP’, has been proposed
[Psaras2014], where ICN messages have attributes such as userdefined priority, space, and temporal-validity. These attributes
are then taken into account when prioritizing messages. In
[Psaras2014], evaluations show how this approach can be applied to
the use case ’Delivering Messages to Relatives/Friends’ decribed
in Section 4
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o

Energy Efficiency: A large-scale disaster causes a large-scale
blackout and thus a number of base stations (BSs) will be operated
by their batteries. Capacities of such batteries are not large
enough to provide cellular communication for several days after
the disaster. In order to prolong the batteries’ life from one
day to several days, different techniques need to be explored:
Priority control, cell-zooming, and collaborative upload. Cell
zooming switches-off some of the BSs because switching-off is the
only way to reduce power consumed at the idle time. In cell
zooming, areas covered by such inactive BSs are covered by the
active BSs. Collaborative communication is complementary to cell
zooming and reduces power proportional to a load of a BS. The
load represents cellular frequency resources. In collaborative
communication, end-devices delegate sending and receiving messages
to and from a base station to a representative end-device of which
radio propagation quality is better. The design of an ICN-based
publish/subscribe protocol that incorporates collaborative upload
is ongoing work. In particular, the integration of collaborative
upload techniques into the COPSS (Content Oriented Publish/
Subscribe System)} framework is envisioned [COPSS2011].

o

Data-centric confidentiality and access control: In ICN, the
requested content is not anymore associated to a trusted server or
an endpoint location, but it can be retrieved from any network
cache or a replica server. This call for ’data-centric’ security,
where security relies on information exclusively contained in the
message itself, or, if extra information provided by trusted
entities is needed, this should be gathered through offline,
asynchronous, and non interactive communication, rather than from
an explicit online interactive handshake with trusted servers.
The ability to guarantee security without any online entities is
particularly important in disaster scenarios with fragmented
networks. One concrete cryptographic technique is ’CiphertextPolicy Attribute Based Encryption’ (CP-ABE), allowing a party to
encrypt a content specifying a policy, which consists in a Boolean
expression over attributes, that must be satisfied by those who
want to decrypt such content. Such encryption schemes tie
confidentiality and access-control to the transferred data, which
can be transmitted also in an unsecured channel, enabling the
source to specify the set of nodes allowed to decrypt.

o

Decentralised authentication of messages: Self-certifying names
provide the property that any entity in a distributed system can
verify the binding between a corresponding public key and the
self-certifying name without relying on a trusted third party.
Self-certifying names thus provide a decentralized form of data
origin authentication. However, self-certifying names lack a
binding with a corresponding real-world identity. Given the
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decentralised nature of a disaster scenario, a PKI-based approach
for binding self-certifying names with real-world identities is
not feasible. Instead, a Web-of-Trust can be used to provide this
binding. Not only are the cryptograohic signatures used within a
Web-of-Trust independent of any central authority; there are also
technical means for making the inherent trust relationships of a
Web-of-Trust available to network entities in a decentralised,
’offline’ fashion, such that information received can be assessed
based on these trust relationships. A concrete scheme for such an
approach has been published in [Seedorf2014], where also concrete
examples for fulfilling the use case ’Delivering Messages to
Relatives/Friends’ with this approach are given.
6.

The GreenICN Project
This section provides a brief overview of the GreenICN project.
can find more information at the project web site
http://www.greenicn.org/

You

The recently formed GreenICN project, funded by the EU and Japan,
aims to accelerate the practical deployment of ICN, addressing how
ICN networks and devices can operate in a highly scalable and energyefficient way. The project will exploit the designed infrastructure
to support multiple applications including the following two broad
exemplary scenarios: 1) The aftermath of a disaster, e.g. hurricane,
earthquake, tsunami, or a human-generated network breakdown when
energy and communication resources are at a premium and it is
critical to efficiently distribute disaster notification and critical
rescue information. Key to this is the ability to exploit fragmented
networks with only intermittent connectivity, the potential
exploitation of multiple modalities of communication and use of
query/response and pub/sub approaches; 2) Scalable, efficient pub/sub
video delivery, a key requirement in both normal and disaster
situations.
GreenICN will expose a functionality-rich API to spur the creation of
new applications and services expected to drive industry and
consumers, with special focus on the EU and Japanese environments,
into ICN adoption. Our team, comprising researchers with diverse
expertise, system and network equipment manufacturers, device
vendors, a startup, and mobile telecommunications operators, is very
well positioned to design, prototype and deploy GreenICN technology,
and validate usability and performance of real-world GreenICN
applications, contributing to create a new, low-energy, InformationCentric global communications infrastructure. We also plan to make
contributions to standards bodies to further the adoption of ICN
technologies.
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Conclusion
This document outlines some research directions for Information
Centric Networking (ICN) with respect to applying ICN approaches for
coping with natural or human-generated, large-scale disasters. The
document describes high-level research challenges as well as a
general rationale why ICN approaches could be beneficial to address
these challenges. One main objective of this document is to gather
feedback from the ICN community within the IETF and IRTF regarding
how ICN approaches can be suitable to solve the presented research
challenges. Future revisions of this draft intend to include
additional research challenges and to discuss what implications this
research area has regarding related, future IETF standardisation.
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Abstract
Self-certifying names are one way of binding a given public key to a
certain name in Information Centric Networking. However, an
additional binding of a self-certifying name to a Real-World identity
is needed in most cases, so that a recipient of some information
cannot only verify that the publisher was in possession of the
correct corressponding private key for the requested name, but that
in addition the name itself is the intended one. This draft
specifies how such a binding of Real-World identities with selfcertifying ICN names can be done, taking existing IETF specifications
into account.
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Introduction
Self-certifying names provide the useful property that any entity in
a distributed system can verify the binding between a corresponding
public key and the self-certifying name without relying on a trusted
third party [Aura2003]. Self-certifying names thus provide a
decentralized form of data origin authentication. This feature makes
self-certifying names a prime candidate for addressing the security
requirements in Information Centric Networking (ICN) (which are
inherently different from IP networks): a source can digitally sign
data associated with a self-certifying name, and any intermediate
entity (e.g. ICN-router/Cache) or receiving entity (i.e. issuer of a
request for the name) can verify the signature, without the need to
verify the identity of the host that caches the object, nor relying
on a trusted third party, or a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).
However, as noted in [Ghodsi2011] and elsewhere, self-certifying
names lack a binding with a corresponding real-world identity (RWI):
the concept enables to verify that whoever signed some data was in
possession of the private key associated with the self-certifying
name, but it does not provide any means to verify what real-world
identity corresponds to the public key, i.e. who actually signed the
data [Ghodsi2011] [Nom2014].
In principle, this binding between a public key and an RWI could be
provided by a PKI, or alternatively by a Web-of-Trust (WoT)
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[Ghodsi2011]. Several ICN approaches use a PKI [Survey] . However,
until recently, there have not been concrete proposals for a WoTbased approach for binding a public key (or a self-certifying name)
with an RWI in content-oriented architectures. A concrete approach
on how this can be done has been proposed in [Nom2014]. This
document has the objective of providing the corresponding necessary
standards specification to enable this approach (or similar ones) in
principle in an interoperable way.
2.

High-Level Design
On a high level, binding of self-certifying names and a Web-of-Trust
can be achieved in the following way (see [Nom2014] for a detailed
example of such an approach): The WoT key-ID is equivalent to the
self-certifying name part used in the naming scheme. This ties the
self-certifying name with the ID of the corresponding public key in
the WoT.
For instance, in the existing PGP Web-of-Trust, the V4 key ID is the
lower 64 bits of the fingerprint of the public key, where the
fingerprint is essentially the 160-bit SHA-1 hash of the public key
[RFC2440]. So if a self-certifying name would be based on the same
lower 64-bits of the fingerprint of a given public key, this public
key would be tied to the self-certifying name and at the same time be
tied to the real-world identity used in the WoT, e.g. an emailaddress or the real (i.e. non-self-certifying) name of a given ICN
publisher.
Thus, if a user requests the content for a self-certifying name in a
given ICN architecture, he/she would retrieve the content which
contains a digital signature and the corresponding public key for the
self-certifying name. The user can then verify that the content
retrieved indeed belongs to the name by first hashing the public key
and confirm that the hash (or part of it) matches the requested name,
and second using the public key to verify the signature over the
content. This is in principle the general way of using selfcertifying names for data origin authentication in distributed
systems. If, in addition, (part of) the self-certifying name is
equivalent to a WoT key-ID, the user can use any WoT infrastructure
(e.g. PGP keyservers) to retrieve certificates for the key ID that
contain/confirm the binding between the corresponding (to the WoT key
ID) public key with a real-world identity, such as an email address.
This binding provides the requesting user with assurance that the
self-certifying name indeed is owned by the intended publisher, i.e.
is the correct, intended name from the requestor’s perpective.
The current PGP specification [RFC2440] considers only a bitlength of
64-bit for forming the key-ID, which is not very collision-resistant
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(collision-resistance among different key-IDs was not a design goal
for PGP [RFC2440]). For securely binding a self-certifying name to a
WoT key-ID, collision-resistance is a design goal, because otherwise
attckaers could potentially forge a binding of their public key with
a given self-certifying name. Thus, either a longer bitlength of the
hash of the public key (or its fingerprint) must be used, or hash
extension techniques [Aura] must be used, which effectively make
collision attacks harder for constant bitlengths at the price of the
time needed to create a public/private key pair. Future versions of
this document will take these design considerations into account.
3.

Standardisation Considerations
Future versions of this document will outline a concrete protocol
specification for binding self-certifying names to a Web-of-Trust as
outlined on a high level in the previous Section. Below some initial
standardisation considerations are highlighted, as well as an
assessment of existing IETF standards that could be used as building
blocks. Also, future versions of this document will look in more
detail into existing IETF specifications, e.g. regarding ICN naming
([RFC6920]) and Web-of-Trust ([RFC2440]), and inspect to what extend
such existing specifications can be used directly or in a modified
form.

3.1.

High-Level Considerations

An initial list of details that need to be specified is the
following:
o

(List of) Asymmetric cryptography algorithm(s) and corresponding
bit-length(s)

o

(List of) Hash algorithm(s) and corresponding bit-length(s)

o

Rules that define what part of the hash is used for forming the
self-certifying part of the name, i.e. the Web-of-Trust Key-ID

o

Rules for forming a self-certifying name based on a public key

o

Semantics of a signature in the Web-of-Trust

o

Defintion of how many bits are used in case of hash extension
techniques [Aura][RFC3972]
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Existing Information-Centric Naming Schemes in the IETF

RFC 6920 ’Naming Things with Hashes’ defines a standard for correctly
identifying data ’using the output from a hash function’ [RFC6920].
In particular, it specifies a ’(ni) URI Format’ (see [RFC6920],
Section 3) and a ’Named Information Hash Algorithm Registry’ (see
[RFC6920], Section 9.4). These building blocks allow to specify a
format for self-certifying names as hashes of WoT public keys, as
outlined above,. In particular, truncated hash formats are clearly
defined which can be used to form a self-certifying name from a Webof-Trust public key by defining what part of the hash is used for
forming the WoT key-ID self-certifying part of the name (e.g. ’sha256-64’ for a truncated SHA-256 hash to 64 bits).
3.3.

Existing Web-of-Trust Standards in the IETF

RFC 2440 asymmetric cryptography algorithms and corresponding bitlength for usage in a Web-of-Trust [RFC2440]. Thus, there is an
existing IETF specification that provides this building block needed
for binding Self-certifying Names to Real-World Identities with a
Web-of-Trust.
3.4.

Hash Extension Techniques

RFC 3972 discusses hash extension techniques, i.e. approaches that
’increase the cost of both address generation and brute-force attacks
by the same parameterized factor while keeping the cost of address
use and verification constant’ [RFC3972]. This can be a building
block for using hash extension techniques for binding Self-certifying
Names to Real-World Identities with a Web-of-Trust.
4.

Conclusion
One option for binding self-certifying names to real-world identities
is using a Web-of-Trust. This document aims at a concrete
specification for providing such a binding, taking existing IETF
specification into account. An inspection of existing Web-of-Trust
and Naming Scheme standards in the IETF reveal that the basic
building blocks for the intended specification for binding Selfcertifying Names to Real-World Identities with a Web-of-Trust are
already available as IETF standards. Future versions of this
document will provide a more detailed specification.
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Abstract
Online Social Networking (OSN) applications have attracted millions
of people over the last few years. Their traffic represents a large
part of the traffic of the Internet. For instance, Facebook
represents near 25 percent of the Internet traffic [14][15], and a
part of this traffic is exchanged amongst groups of end-users which
are located in the same geographic area. In this document, we
introduce a Named Data Networking (NDN) architecture to improve the
delivery of OSNs contents requested by end-users in the
neighbourhood of the publishers: Having the knowledge of the social
network graph and the end-users network location, a SDN-based NDN
controller dynamically configures the NDN routers to route the
interest requests directly between the end-users.
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1. Introduction
Internet usage has rapidly evolved over the last decade, moving
beyond simple one-to-one connections toward more complex
interconnections between hosts. Online Social Networking (OSN)
services are distributed platforms through which people sharing the
same interests, activities, background and so on can interact. The
most prominent OSNs are Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn [1].
Analysing the OSN end-users behaviour is done by several research
teams, wishing to better understand the social relationships between
users, their habits, their way of using and consuming OSNs, etc.
From those papers, such as [2][3][4], we can say that locality plays
an important role in OSN applications. People are very frequently
connected to other people that are in the same town, same region, in
short in a close vicinity (e.g. tweets are distributed locally to
local followers, users often send their tweets from the same
location, etc.), except for very popular accounts (e.g. a Twitter
account having millions of followers). However, the current
networking behaviour of the OSN applications does not take this into
account.
Messages are always transferred toward remote centralised
servers, while the real destinations of the messages can be very
close[3].
We then defined a framework of NDN for OSN Delivery (NOD), which is
an name-based forwarding scheme designed to optimize the delivery of
OSN data, based on the social relationships. Our NOD framework
focuses on four key features:
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- The separation of the NDN control plane from forwarding plane
- A centralized NDN controller and view of the network topology
- Interface between the NDN controller and the OSN server to share
social network graph information
- Interface between the NDN controller and the NDN routers to
dynamically configure the forwarding plane.
This migration of control, formerly tightly bound in individual
network devices, enables the underlying infrastructure to be
abstracted for applications and network services, which can treat
the network as a logical or virtual entity.
The centralized view and the separation of the control plane and the
data plane mean that the controller can create and maintain a
topology of how the forwarding nodes under his control are connected
and, based on some combination algorithms, can create paths through
the network. That allows the controller to better manage traffic
flows across the entire network and to react to changes quicker and
more intelligently.
The examples given in the draft configure the forwarding plane using
SDN interfaces to highlight how Information-Centric Networking (ICN)
concepts can help to deliver OSN contents more efficiently. These
interfaces and underlying networking data transport could be done
using other content naming schemes or routing protocols.
2.

Analysis of OSN Networking Behaviour

OSN applications work on graph structures that define the social
relationships between end-users. The study [4] of the graph of the
user communities of Twitter and Facebook shows that they are very
similar:
.

A majority of users have friends in the immediate vicinity
(city, district or country).
. Only very popular users have "friends" (or followers)
distributed almost everywhere around the world.
The delivery of contents amongst OSN users can then be categorized
into two groups:
a) OSN users having a mainly local (e.g., national) follower group,
their content is consumed locally
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b) OSN users having non-local (i.e., international) follower group,
their content is consumed worldwide.
The study of OSN network traffic shows that the flows do not reflect
the end-users graphs. OSN applications currently forward end-users’
requests toward either the OSN remote servers or some CDN caches
irrespectively of the end-users’ relationships. For example, the
exchange of OSN content between two users, who are friends on the
OSN and located in the same access ISP network, is directed outside
the ISP network toward the OSN servers.
The delivery of OSN content locally represents an important field of
resources saving (transit cost, quality of experience, ...).
Our study proposes a new architectural solution for optimizing
content delivery in OSNs. It is based on a routing scheme that takes
into account end-users’ co-locality.
This draft proposes a network model based on Named Data Networking
(NDN) and the knowledge about the co-locality of end-users: The NDN
controller configures NDN routing states in the network based on its
knowledge about the locations of NDN forwarding nodes and OSN
content, as well as the social graph from the OSN.

3. NDN-based Naming Scheme
While our approach leverages name-based routing principles, it does
not depend on a particular naming scheme. We propose to adopt a
hierarchical naming scheme allowing addressing OSN applications,
end-users of a specific OSN and the contents produced by end-users.
As an example, for a particular OSN application the following
hierarchical naming scheme is proposed:
/OSNapp/UserID/contentID
The name prefix /OSNapp denotes a specific OSN application. Then,
the prefix /OSNapp/UserID identifies an end-user in this OSN
"OSNapp". Finally, /OSNapp/UserID/contentID refers to a content
produced by the end-user "UserID" of the OSN "OSNapp".
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4. Locality-aware Name-based Routing
Based on the analysis of the OSN networking behaviour and the endusers behavior as described in Section 2, we propose a centralised
controller-based NDN forwarding scheme that differentiates end-users
based on their OSN graph, in particular on the properties of the
list of followers of an OSN user.
Popular end-users, whose content is consumed worldwide, should have
a different way of working than non-popular local end-users, whose
content will be locally consumed. For popular end-users the current
networking behaviour of OSNs (e.g.; requests toward the centralized
server and data given back by the server) can be retained. It
enables OSN providers to keep knowledge of their clients and
possibly adapt some processing for very popular end-users.
Furthermore, it can be an added value for them (and something they
can monetize) for popularity measurements, targeted advertisement
(e.g. announcement of a live of a popular singer that is followed by
millions of people, etc.).
For local end-users, i.e. for users that have mainly friends in the
immediate vicinity, we adopt a modified architecture to alleviate
the load on the OSN server and to reduce the network load between
the users’ access networks and the OSN server, as according to our
research the majority of the traffic stays locally. As such, we
suggest to route interest requests for local content toward the
local end-users themselves who will provide the content.
To make local routing possible, we first define the notion of
locality between OSN end-users by using the network routing hop. We
say that two users are local if there are separated by two routing
hops (or any other value depending on the design configuration).
We assume now that all end-users (local end-users but also non-local
ones and popular ones) can announce their prefix name in the
network.
Following the hierarchical naming approach described in the previous
section, locality-aware name-based routing is possible since NDN
allows for the routing of interests based on the longest-prefix
matching on the name. Indeed, let us suppose that locality is
defined by 2 routing hops, and that the user Bob requests an
Interest for Alice’s content who name is "/OSNapp/Alice/content245".
We then have the two following possible situations:
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.

If Bob is located more than 2 routing hops far from Alice, his
Interest will be routed toward the OSN server based on the OSN
application name prefix "/OSNapp". (Note that this forwarding
process toward the OSN server is also very likely to be applied
to popular end-users who have friends/followers located in
numerous places around the world.)
. On the opposite side, if Bob is located within the network
region delimited by 2 routing hops, his Interest will be
directly routed toward Alice using the name prefix
"/OSNapp/Alice". Alice is then required to serve Bob’s Interest
by send the requested content in a Data message to Bob
As we can see, in addition to have the route for the prefix
"/OSNapp", we should then have different entries "/OSNapp/UserID"
(for locally serving content requests) in the Forwarding Information
Base (FIB) of the NDN routers. So in order to avoid a scalability
issue when storing those routes for local users in the FIBs, we
advocate the use of a logically-centralized NDN controller to
dynamically configure the routes toward end-users taking into
account information from their OSN application social graph
required, as described in the following section.

5. SDN-based routing configuration employing OSN information
We advocate for a dynamic and temporary configuration of the FIB
tables with the help of the NDN controller because is not realistic
to think that every forwarding node will keep knowledge of all endusers in their FIB table for scalability reasons.
For ensuring better scalability in the control plane with user’s
prefix announcements, we adopt a dynamical approach, based a
Software-Defined Networking (SDN)-like architecture between a
centralized controller and the NDN routers, which allows to
dynamically configure the NDN forwarding tables for applying our
local routing scheme, based on the social interactions in the OSN
(e.g. add route in the local NDN routers according to the network
operator’s requirements and policies for a certain network region
and/or a particular group of contents/users). In a general context
of the workflow, when the controller receives an update message from
the OSN server containing information about OSN contents or users’
locations, it can decide to re-calculate routes using topological
and OSN social graph information. If a newly calculated route
requires modifications to one or more NDN forwarding elements, the
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controller communicates the changes to the registered NDN forwarding
nodes, respectively.
A threshold value can be defined for each local user to estimate his
popularity which takes into account the number of followers in an
OSN application.
If the user’s number of followers exceeds the predefined threshold
value, the OSN application can instruct the NDN controller to modify
the FIBs of forwarding nodes located in close vicinity to the user
location as discussed above by adding new prefixes and targets.
On the other hand, if the number of followers of the local user is
below a predefined threshold, the OSN application can instruct the
NDN controller to modify the FIBs of the previously selected
forwarding nodes to remove the additional FIB entries for the
particular local user.
This helps scaling the name-based routing approach by avoiding the
accumulation of unnecessary FIB entries in the forwarding nodes.
We describe in the following the main types of notification which
can be sent to our NDN controller.
5.1. Notification to the controller for setting routes to the OSN
server
At the startup, the OSN provider is responsible for announcing its
name prefix ’/OSNapp’ in the network: this allows to set up routes
in the network toward the OSN server. The announcement can be
registered by a service running on the NDN controller to calculate
routes for interest requests in the network to the OSN application
server.
Subsequently the controller populates the Forwarding Information
base (FIB) of the registered NDN forwarding nodes. The FIB of each
forwarding node will then contain at least one entry matching
’/OSNapp’ to forward all requests for OSNapp content to the
respective application server if no other FIB entry has a longer
prefix match. It is presumed that the OSN application servers are
stable and always on so that there will no requirements for frequent
updates of this particular FIB entry.
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5.2. Notification to the controller for OSN users’ location
When an user, let us say Joe, is getting online, the OSN server
notifies the controller that Joe is now available. In the
notification message, the OSN server provides the controller with
information about Joe, such as:
.
.

the location of the NDN router to which Joe is connected
the list of Joe’s friends/followers who are currently online,
along with their location (i.e. the location of the NDN routers
to which Joe’s online friends are connected)
. the list of users Joe follows (friendship in OSNs is not
necessarily two-way, reciprocal.)
. additionally, some other optional meta-information, which can
be especially useful when Joe defines different access rights
to his contents for his friends. For example, Joe can restrict
the access to his personal photos to only his family members.
Based on those elements from the OSN server and on its knowledge of
the network topology and policies, the controller can configure the
network with new routes toward Joe, by adding the entry
"/OSNapp/Joe" into the FIB of the NDN nodes that are located within
the local network region around Joe (i.e. located at most 2 routing
hops far from the Joe, supposing that we have set the locality value
to 2 - the value depends on network topology and configuration).
Note that this route is added to a local NDN router only if it is
the access router of Joe or there are Joe’s online friends attached
to the router.
After the controller has configured the local NDN forwarding nodes
for Joe’s reachability, local friends can retrieve Joe’s contents
from himself: all related content requests will thus forwarding to
Joe who is responsible for serving the demand.
Now, when Joe is disconnecting, the OSN server notifies the
controller again, which in turn can check the list of Joe’s
followers to evaluate with the help of a pre-defined threshold value
if the number of followers of Joe still exceeds the threshold or if
the FIB of a NDN forwarding node can be cleaned from the entries
corresponding to "/OSNapp/Joe" name prefix. And also in the reverse
operation, the controller can check the list of users that Joe
himself follows in order to check if it can remove other FIB entries
to those users to improve scalability of the approach.
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6. Application Call Flows
This section describes in details the call flows for our local-aware
NDN-based architecture with dynamic routing configuration.
Let us consider the network configuration as illustrated by Figure
1. We represent the different NDN routers in the Figure by their FIB
(F1, F2, etc). All NDN routers have been registered with the
controller. Therefore, as described in Section 5.1, all the FIBs,
F1, F2,...,F6 in the Figure, contain, as a minimum, the entry
"/OSNapp" for the route to the OSN server.

+---------------+
|NDN Controller |
+-------------+-+
|
+-+-+
+---+
+-------------+
| F3+--------| F4+----| OSN Server |
+-+-+\
+---+
+-------------+
|
\
|
\
+-+-+
\
+---+
+------+ F2+
+------+ F5+----------+
|
+-+-+
+---+
|
+-+-+
\
|
| F1|
\
|
+-+-+
\
+-+-+
/ \
\
| F6|
/
\
\
+-+-+
/
\
\
|
+--+---+ +-+-+
++-+--+
+--+--+
|Walter| |Joe|
|Alice|
| Bob |
+------+ +---+
+-----+
+-----+
Figure 1: Social- and Local-aware network routing configuration
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6.1. Publication of Tweets
For local-aware routing, we set the locality as network regions
delimited by two routing hops. As a consequence, Alice, Joe, Walter
are local users, i.e. located in the same local area.
1. Joe is getting online: he connects to the OSN server using an
application client on his smartphone or computer.
2. The OSN server registers Joe’s client and evaluates the number of
Joe’s followers
3. In case the number of followers exceeds a predefined threshold
value, the OSN server can decide to inform the NDN controller with
a notification message containing meta information related to Joe
4. The NDN controller configures the local NDN routers (located at
most two routing hops from Joe) by adding the route "/OSNapp/Joe"
for Joe’s reachability in the related FIBs (F1 and F2 in Figure
1). (Note that in Figure 1, we suppose Alice and Walter follow
Joe. However, if Alice does not follow Joe, and there are no other
users following Joe under the same router, the controller does not
add the route "/OSNapp/Joe" to the FIB.)
5. The NDN router FIBs F1 and F2 contain now an entry "/OSNapp/Joe"
for the route to Joe’s device.
6. Joe can now publish his new content: the content object is stored
in the OSN server.
6.2. Retrieval of Tweets for Local Users
We keep the same network configuration as in 6.1 (Figure 1). As we
set locality to two routing hops, Alice and Walter are local users
compared to Joe’s location. They are located in the same local
network region. Alice and Walter can then benefits from local-aware
routing.
1. Alice wants to retrieve Joe’s content. She then expresses an
Interest for "/OSNapp/Joe/Video10".
2. Thanks to the previous routing configuration by the controller,
(the router FIBs F1 and F2 in Figure 1 contain a route for
"/OSNapp/Joe"), the network knows how to forward the
Interest("/OSNapp/Joe/Video10"), which will finally directed to
Joe.
3. Joe, receiving the Interest, returns a Data message for serving
the requested content /OSNapp/Joe/Video10.
4. While forwarding the Data message on the reverse path (taken by
the Interest), Joe’s content is also cached in the Content Store
of the traversed routers.
5. Alice can then enjoy Joe’s content.
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6. Now, when Walter requests Joe’s content /OSNapp/Joe/Video10, he
will get it directly from the cache of his NDN access router.
6.3. Retrieval of Tweets for Non-Local Users
Now, we suppose that Bob wants to retrieve Joe’s content Video10
(Figure 1). In this case, as Bob is a non-local user, i.e. located
too far from Joe, his Interest for "/OSNapp/Joe/Video10" will be
forwarded using the prefix "/OSNapp". The OSN server is then
responsible for serving the request, and the sent content will be
cached in the content store of the different traversed NDN routers
on the reverse path.

7. Security Considerations
This document does not impact the security of the Internet.

8. IANA Considerations
This document presents no IANA considerations.
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